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BOARD MEETING
Thursday, November 12, 2015
Directly Following the 9:00 AM Finance Committee Meeting
Juvenile Welfare Board
14155 58th Street North
Conference Room 191
Clearwater, FL 33760

AGENDA
I.

CALL TO ORDER

II.

CONSENT ITEMS
A. Approve Minutes for October 8, 2015
B. Accept Finance Committee Meeting Minutes for November 3, 2015
C. Accept Financial Report for October 2015

III.

ACTION
Ratify Finance Committee Meeting Recommendations from November 3, 2015

IV.

PRESENTATIONS
A. Fiscal Year 2014/2015 Accomplishments – Lynda Leedy
B. Community Engagement – April Putzulu

V.
VI.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT
INFORMATION ITEMS
A.
B.
C.
D.

Annie E. Casey Foundation Grant Policy Brief
Legislative Report
Early Learning Coalition Report
ECA Community-Based Care Report: Out-of-County Placements, Sibling Separations, and
Vacancy Report
E. Program Monitoring Information
F. Open and Pending Solicitations
G. Personnel Report
H. Calendar of Events
I. Communications and Media Report
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VII.

OPEN AGENDA
The Juvenile Welfare Board welcomes input from the public. Public Presentation Procedures are
available to assist with addressing the Board. Requests for special funding are not appropriate during
the Open Agenda.

VIII.

ADJOURN

Future Meetings
Thursday, December 10, 2015 @ 9:00 AM

JWB Board Meeting @
JWB Conference Room 191

Thursday, January 14, 2016 @ 9:00 AM

JWB Board Meeting @
JWB Conference Room 191

Thursday, February 11, 2016 @ 9:00 AM

JWB Board Meeting @
JWB Conference Room 191

ANNIVERSARIES
Rodney Cyr
Dr. Marcie Biddleman
Lori Lewis
Dr. Qian Fan
Jamiller Ellis
Melissa Orkwis

October 15, 2001
October 1, 2009
October 1, 2009
October 3, 2011
October 6, 2014
October 1, 2014

Fourteen Years
Six Years
Six Years
Four Years
One Year
One Year

Notice: These meetings are subject to audio and video recording at any time.
11/05/15 @ 9:45 AM
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BOARD MEETING
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 8, 2015
DIRECTLY FOLLOWING THE 9:00 AM FINANCE COMMITTEE MEETING
JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
14155 58TH STREET NORTH
CONFERENCE ROOM 191
CLEARWATER, FL 33760
MINUTES
I. CALL TO ORDER
Dr. James Sewell called the meeting to order at 9:02 AM followed by the Pledge of Allegiance led
by Judge Patrice Moore.
Attendee Name
James Sewell
Brian Aungst
Bob Dillinger
Maria Edmonds
Michael Grego
Bernie McCabe
Michael Mikurak
Patrice Moore
Raymond Neri
Susan Rolston
Karen Seel

II.

Title
Board Chair
Board Member
Public Defender
Board Member
Superintendent
State Attorney
Board Member
Sixth Judicial Court Judge
Board Member
Board Secretary
Pinellas County Commissioner

Status
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Absent

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
Recognition of the 2015 Cooperman Bogue KidsFirst Award Second Quarterly Winner:
Adrienne Butler, Child Safety Specialist, Directions for Living

III. CONSENT ITEMS
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Approve Minutes for September 17, 2015
Approve Minutes for September 3, 2015 First TRIM Hearing
Approve Minutes for September 17, 2015 Final TRIM Hearing
Accept Finance Committee Meeting Minutes for September 29, 2015
Accept Financial Report for September 2015

The Board unanimously approved the Consent Items.

Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
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Minutes

Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County

October 8, 2015

ACTION: Mrs. Rolston moved to approve the Consent Agenda as presented; seconded
by Mrs. Edmonds. No further discussion, all in favor; motion carried.
IV.

ACTION
A. Approve Proposed Personnel Policy Revisions
Ms. Lynda Leedy, JWB Director of Administrative Services, reviewed the proposed, minor
revisions to the JWB Personnel Policies including: personal leave for new employees,
Veterans’ Preference eligibility and point system, options for JWB retirees to continue their
JWB benefits at their own expense, staff participation in volunteer activities, and definition
of the staff work week.
There were no questions or discussion.
ACTION: Mr. Neri moved to approve the proposed Personnel Policy Revisions;
seconded by Mr. Mikurak. No further discussion, all in favor; motion
carried.
B. Approve Community Council Appointments
Ms. Delquanda Turner, JWB Community Planning Manager, announced that there were
seven new applicants requesting appointment to the Community Councils: Chaplin Edie
Darling, North County; Neil Brickfield, Mid-County; Marsha Brown, Mid-County; Tashyra
Feazell, Mid-County; Donna McGill, Mid-County; LaDonna Butler, South County; and
Keely Webster, South County. Khendra Riley requested a transfer to the South County
from the Mid-County. She thanked the nominees for asking to serve.
There were no questions or discussion.
ACTION: Mrs. Rolston moved to approve the Community Council Appointments;
seconded by Mr. Dillinger. No further discussion, all in favor; motion
carried.
C. Ratify Finance Committee Meeting Recommendations from September 29, 2015
Mr. Bernie McCabe, Finance Committee Chair, reviewed the four items the Finance
Committee requested for ratification.
1.

Data Analytics System Funding Recommendation
There were no questions or discussion.
ACTION: Mr. Neri moved to approve the Data Analytics System Funding
Recommendation; seconded by Mr. Mikurak. No further discussion, all
in favor; motion carried.

Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
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Minutes

Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County

October 8, 2015

2. Restoration of the Non-Operating and Capital Purchases Request for Applications.
There were no questions or discussion.
ACTION: Judge Moore moved to approve the Non-Operating and Capital
Request for Application; seconded by Mr. Neri. No further discussion,
all in favor; motion carried
3. Approval of tiered salary increase for staff.
There were no questions or discussion.
ACTION: Mrs. Edmonds moved to approve Proposed Salary Increases; seconded
by Mr. Neri. No further discussion, all in favor; motion carried.
4. Recommendation to recall the New and Expanded Request for Applications
Mr. McCabe explained that the Finance Committee identified a quandary when
reviewing the recommended awards for the New and Expanded Request for
Applications that were scored by a staff review team. He indicated that the Finance
Committee and the Board did not supply staff with sufficient guidelines for awarding
the funding.
He identified areas of concern: 1) funding programs with headquarters in Tampa; 2) a
disproportionate amount of funding awarded to programs south of Ulmerton Road and
little or no funding north of Ulmerton Road; 3) applications from currently funded JWB
programs with reported successful results, not funded in lieu of new agencies.
Mr. Dillinger motioned to revamp the New and Expanded Request for Application to
include a focus on the five poverty areas and bring the revised RFA to the Finance
Committee.
Representing Attorney Colleen Flynn, Attorney Steve Williamson said Attorney Flynn
sent an email out to the Executive Team indicating that the process should be started
anew to allow those that didn’t apply to perhaps apply with the change in criteria.
Mr. Brian Jaruszewski, JWB Chief Financial Officer, said he will bring the revisions
based on areas of concern to the Finance Committee in November prior to the
November Board meeting.
Ms. Robin Ingles from Seniors in Service requested to make a public comment before
the vote. Ms. Ingles said Seniors in Service has its headquarters in Tampa, but requested
funding to serve Pinellas County children. She said restricting funding only to agencies
who have a Pinellas County headquarters limits who JWB can fund.
Mr. Brian Aungst said that it is important to fund agencies with a proven history of
providing services successfully to children in Pinellas County.
Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
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Minutes

Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County

October 8, 2015

Mr. Jaruszewski said JWB currently funds providers with headquarters in Tampa.
Mr. McCabe added that JWB funds local offices that have parent headquarters across
the United States, and recommended excluding the requirement that an agency has to
have a headquarters in Pinellas County to receive JWB funding.
ACTION: Mr. Mikurak moved to revamp the New and Expanded Request for
Application to include a focus on the five poverty areas and bring the
revised Request for Application to the Finance Committee; seconded by
Mr. Neri. No further discussion, all in favor; motion carried.
V.

PRESENTATIONS
A. Competitive Solicitations– Brian Jaruszewski
Mr. Jaruszewski delivered a PowerPoint presentation outlining the differences among the
types of solicitations issued by JWB, including Invitations to Bid, Requests for Proposals,
Requests for Application, Requests for Information, and Requests for Qualifications.
B. Early Learning Coalition – Lindsay Carson, Chief Executive Officer, Early Learning
Coalition of Pinellas County, Inc.
Ms. Lindsay Carson, Chief Executive Officer, Early Learning Coalition (ELC), provided a
PowerPoint presentation on ELC’s 2014/2015 outcomes indicating overall 76 percent of
eligible children participated in services with an average cost of $4,931 for preschool
children and $2,760 for school-aged children.
Ms. Carson responded to questions from the Board on the flux of 3,500 children
participating in school readiness services. Ms. Carson said the flux is constant due to
attrition caused by eligibility periods and child protection requirements. She said there are
plans to award children 12 month scholarships in order to reduce the flux.
There was substantial discussion regarding the Voluntary Pre-Kindergarten (VPK)
program, Gold Seal accreditation of VPK programs, and relevant correlations for school
readiness.
Ms. Carson reported that in the fall of 2013, 71 percent of children in Florida were ready
for kindergarten; in Pinellas County 77 percent were ready. Of those kindergarteners in
Pinellas County who attended VPK, 86 percent were ready for kindergarten. Of those who
did not attend VPK in Pinellas County, 59 percent were ready for kindergarten. She added
that ELC provides outreach to the Hispanic community through the Highpoint YMCA.
Ms. Carson stated that 76 percent of the children served in Pinellas VPK did not attend
Gold Seal sites but there is a waiting list of providers who are seeking Gold Seal
accreditation. ELC does not have the capacity to serve all of the providers seeking this
accreditation but ELC has set a goal of 40 percent of providers accredited by 2018. Board
members commented that they believed the goal should be at least 70 percent with
incremental increases every year.

Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
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Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County

October 8, 2015

Ms. Carson also addressed a question concerning the percentage of disabled children
enrolled in ELC programs by noting that many special needs children are not identified
until they enroll in kindergarten and receive Individual Education Plans (IEPs).
Lastly, there was discussion regarding the challenge in securing a quality early learning
workforce. Ms. Carson referenced the recent partnerships with St. Petersburg College and
Pinellas Technical College to develop certificate programs.
In referencing the ELC report located in the Information Items section of the Board agenda,
a Board member questions why no services were delivered to teen parents. Ms. Carson
explained that teen parent services are funded through the school and not in operation
during the summer.
V.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT
Dr. Biddleman said reviewed recent JWB activities: completion of the TRIM hearings,
finalization of the Fiscal Year 2015/2016 budget, and conclusion of the annual contract
reviews for funded agencies.
She said the planned revisions to the New and Expanded RFA are being incorporated in the
Non-Operating and Capital Purchases RFA scheduled for release on October 12, 2015.
Dr. Biddleman stated she and Paul Runyon, JWB Director of OST Services, attended a
meeting with Mayor Rick Kriseman on cross-walking mentoring programs offered through
JWB funded programs and the City of St. Petersburg. She said she has a second meeting with
Mayor Kriseman and Representative Kathy Castor to discuss mentoring.
Dr. Biddleman reported on her visit to the St. Petersburg YMCA to tour the new early
learning facilities.
Mr. McCabe reiterated his concerns about the disproportionate amount of JWB funding
directed to South St. Petersburg. He questioned the disconnect between the funding and
school success.
Dr. Grego said problems with school success begin as early as VPK.
Judge Patrice Moore addressed truancy petitions. She said truancy starts at the elementary
level and the parents are partly to blame.
Mr. Mikurak offered that children need role models from the business community and a need
for the business world to work with the schools to create new role models.
Mr. Dillinger asked if JWB’s lapse funds are designated.
Mr. Jaruszewski said he will know the amount of lapse dollars by the end of October and will
report the number to the Board in November along with an update of the annual and five-year
forecast.

Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
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Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County

October 8, 2015

INFORMATION ITEMS
Dr. Sewell asked if any Information Items needed to be discussed.
Mrs. Rolston expressed continued concern for the Eckerd Community Alternatives
performance statistics and asked what JWB can do.
Dr. Biddleman said JWB can respond to specific research requests and, even though ECA is
not a funded program, JWB still has a responsibility to the children.

VII.

OPEN AGENDA
Mr. Neri announced Lealman has been officially named a Community Redevelopment Agency
(CRA) with elected officers and scheduled bi-monthly meetings.
Mrs. Rolston announced the JWB staff anniversaries.
Mr. Art O’Hara, Executive Director, R’Club Child Care, Inc., requested to make a public
comment. He announced R’Club’s participation in Lights on After School at 4:00 PM on
October 22, 2105. He indicated that for the first time ever the Tampa Bay Rays are lighting up
Tropicana Field in recognition of Lights on After School. He also said a robotics team from
John Hopkins Middle School was sent to NASA and they finished second in the competition.

VIII.

ADJOURN
Mr. Neri moved for adjournment at 10:43 AM; seconded by Mr. Mikurak. No further
discussion; motion carried.
Minutes Submitted by:

Susan Rolston
Board Secretary
11/12/15

Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
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JWB FINANCE COMMITTEE MEETING
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 2015
10:30 AM
JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
14155 58TH STREET NORTH
CONFERENCE ROOM 191
CLEARWATER, FL 33760
MINUTES
I. CALL TO ORDER
JWB STAFF PRESENT: Dr. Marcie Biddleman; Ann Kovarik; Lynn De la Torre; Brian
Jaruszewski; April Putzulu; Paul Runyon; Karen Woods; Joyce
Sparrow; Judith Warren; Rod Cyr; Laura Peele, Debra Prewitt,
Lori Lewis; Karen Boggess; Diana Carro; Denise Groesbeck,
Jeanine Evoli, Joseph Gallina, Lynda Leedy, Saby Guidicelli
GUESTS: Attorney Colleen Flynn
MEETING WAS CALLED TO ORDER BY MR. BERNIE MCCABE AT 10:33 AM
Attendee Name
James Sewell
Bob Dillinger
Bernie McCabe, Chair
Michael Mikurak
Raymond Neri
Maria Edmonds

Title
Board Chair
Public Defender
State Attorney
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member

Status
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present

I. ACTION
A. Approve IT Security Policy Revisions
Mr. Brian Jaruszewski, Chief Financial Officer, stated there were no significant revisions.
Mr. McCabe asked the committee members if they had any comments or questions. There
were none.
ACTION: Mr. McCabe moved to approve the IT Security Policy Revisions; seconded
by Mr. Mikurak; no further discussion; motion carried.
RESULT: APPROVED [UNANIMOUS]
Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
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Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County

November 3, 2015

B. Approve Removal of Surplus and Obsolete Property
Mr. McCabe asked the committee if anyone had any questions or comments. There were
none.
ACTION: Mr. Dillinger made a motion to approve the Removal of Surplus and
Obsolete Property; seconded by Mr. Mikurak; no further discussion;
motion carried.
RESULT: APPROVED [UNANIMOUS]
C. Approve the Reissue of the Request for Applications for New & Expanded Services
Mr. McCabe explained the most significant change in the revised application is the
designation of specific percentages of funding for the critical areas and county-wide
programs.
Mr. Jaruszewski identified the specific changes of the draft application on pages two and
three. He explained the RFA is for $1.5M for six months and annualized at $3M for an 18
month period through FY 2015/2016 and FY 2016/2017. JWB anticipates an allocation up
to 15 percent for each five high risk zones and up to 25 percent remaining for county wide
programs.
Committee members discussed targeting the money to the zones, but allowing for
flexibility, and considering only partially funding applications.
Mr. Jaruszewski said the scoring rubric was revised to be more in line with the established
criteria. He asked if the committee members were in favor of negotiating the amount of the
awards if necessary.
Mr. Jaruszewski added the recommendation process lacked the human element of looking
beyond the raw scores and acknowledged that JWB may not fund the top-ranked
application if it does not fit within JWB’s current portfolio of investments.
Committee members said the revisions open the solicitation up as a bid process. They
asked for the changes to be explained at the bidder’s conference.
Mr. McCabe asked if the geographic location is a scoring component.
Mr. Jaruszewski said it is not a scoring component, but will be reviewed separately.
Committee members asked if applicants who previously submitted proposals will need to
submit a new proposal or if an addendum is acceptable.
Mr. Jaruszewski said previous applicants will submit revised proposals, not an addendum.
Mr. Michael Mikurak urged the Communications Unit to market the release of the RFA in
order for community groups to know JWB is funding by ranking and region and creating
Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
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Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County

November 3, 2015

opportunity. Committee members emphasized that this RFA is an opportunity to expand
services across the region instead of concentrating in pockets of need.
Dr. James Sewell questioned the three month delay for Board action award. Mr.
Jaruszewski emphasized the importance for the team to have enough time to review the
added steps, and the geographical dispersion may increase the number of applications.
ACTION:

Mr. Neri made a motion to approve the reissue of the request for
applications for New and Expanded Services; seconded by Mr.
Mikurak; no further discussion; motion carried.

RESULT: APPROVED [UNANIMOUS]
II.

DISCUSSION
Five-Year Forecast
Mr. Jaruszewski reviewed the highpoints of the Five-Year Forecast. He identified the FY
2014/2015 lapse projection is at $6.6M but explained it may be closer to $6.2M. Staff is in
the process of closing out year-end FY 2014/2015 and final numbers will be presented to
the Board. JWB is operating at a deficit for the next four years, which is projected to level
out by FY 2019/2020. He said the $3.5M in unassigned funds, which is money with no
identified purpose is not dangerously low or excessively high revenues.
Committee members discussed keeping the administrative rate under ten percent which
shows good control of the taxpayers’ dollars.

III. INFORMATION
Mr. Jaruszewski announced a proposed nine percent health insurance renewal increase for
staff. For the FY 2015/2016 budget, costs of benefits were allocated at a 20 percent
increase based on estimated trends and advice from Alltrust, JWB’s insurance broker.
IV. OPEN AGENDA
Attorney Colleen Flynn stated there were no public comment cards submitted.
Mr. Mikurak asked if staff had any questions for the committee. There were no questions.
Mr. Jaruszewski thanked the RFA team for their hard work.
Meeting adjourned at 11:00 AM.
Minutes respectfully submitted by Ann M. Kovarik, Department Coordinator

Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
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Board of Directors Meeting
November 12, 2015
Monthly Board Financial and Investment Report
Item II.C.
Recommended Action:

Approve the Monthly Financial and Investment Report

Issue:

Budget and Investments Accountability

Program:

Provider services are presented in aggregate in the report

Budget Impact:

FY 15/16 Budget

FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
October 31, 2015
Prepared by: Lynn De la Torre, Accounting Manager
• Total Assets increased by $2.2M to $23,597,429 from the prior year amount of $21,396,218
Cash and Investments increased from the prior year by $2,824,579. This includes ad valorem tax and interest
revenue.
Receivables. The total Due from Agencies includes a receivable due from Neighborhood Family Centers for
payroll and payment activity during the current month. Other receivables includes the current portion of Note
Receivable.
Notes receivable represents the remaining portion due to JWB through April 2019 for the purchase of the Pinellas
Park Building by St. Petersburg College.
• Liabilities:
Payables increased by $12,506 from FY 14/15. The unpaid accounts payable was higher at the October 2015
month end compared to October 2014 month end.
Accrued Liabilities includes the annual accrual for staff vacation and sick leave and long term copier lease
amount.
• Fund Equity:
Unspendable Note is the long-term portion of the amount owed to JWB by St. Petersburg College.
Assigned for Cooperman Bogue Award is an amount designated for the annual Kids First Awards.
Assigned for Spence Award is an amount designated for the annual H. Browning Spence Educational Award.
Assigned for Fiscal Year expenditures includes funds allocated for program services in the FY 15/16 budget.
Assigned for Cash Flow requirements is designated in accordance with the JWB fund balance policy that
establishes an emergency reserve to be maintained for any unexpected emergency events. For cash flow purposes,
this fund provides approximately two months of operating reserve.
The Undesignated JWB fund is the remainder of revenues over expenditures for the current year. Tax revenues
begin to be received in late November and increase the balance. This number reflects the spending pace of the
administration and agency payments over the year.
(FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS Continued on next page)
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• Revenues and Expenses:
Property tax revenue begins to be received in late November
Grant revenue includes current revenue received from Annie E. Casey, PEMHS Family Reunification Team,
Directions for FSI and VITA.
Interest revenue year-to-date is $0. Interest revenue includes interest from the Note Receiveable and interest
income from investments. There is $17.9M currently invested in BB&T, Regions, the Florida Local Government
Investment Trust (FLGIT) and Florida Prime. (See chart on the Investments page)
Miscellaneous revenue includes the rent received from Tampa Bay 211 and the in-kind advertising from
Brighthouse for the Kids First Awards
Administration expenses are $457,704 at the end of October. Of this total, eight-eight percent is personnel
expense.
Contracts and Grants expenses - no expenditures for the month of October.
Children and Family Program reimbursements include payments of $380,865, to date. The FY 15/16 amount is
$275k less than FY 14/15
• Contracts ≤ $50K : Kelly Services - $38,700; BMR Consulting, Inc - $36,000; Cambridge Hill Partners, Inc. - $30,000;
Island Business Solutions - $11,100; Island Business Solutions - $17,500; OPTIV - $3,637.26
• Budget Transfers < $50K: $27,129 R Club - 21st Century Community Learning Center
• Total annual budget: The FY 15/16 budget is less than the FY14/15 budget due to the loss of IGT Revenue.

Page 2 of 6
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JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
COMBINED BALANCE SHEET - ALL FUND TYPES AND ACCOUNT GROUPS
October 31, 2015

ASSETS
Interest Bearing Deposits
Due from Other Governments
Due from Other Agencies
Other Receivables
Deposits
Furniture, Fixtures & Equipment
Accumulated Depreciation
Note Receivable - Long Term
TOTAL ASSETS

Governmental
Fund

PCMS
Funds

General

General

$

LIABILITIES
Vouchers & Accounts Payable
Other Payables
Accrued Liabilities
Unearned Revenue
TOTAL LIABILITIES
FUND EQUITY
Investment in Fixed Assets
Retained Earnings
Fund Equity Unreserved
Unspendable-Note Receivable
Assigned-Spence Education Award
Assigned - Cooperman Bogue
Assigned-F/Y Expenditure
Assigned Cash Flow Requirement
Undesignated
TOTAL FUND EQUITY
TOTAL LIAB.&FUND EQUITY

18,198,397 $
1,141,322
124,410
44,930
4,709,438
(1,263,229)
498,069
23,453,335

385,164
10,712
304,756
—
700,633

$

Page 3 of
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FY 15/16

144,093 $ 18,342,490
0
1,141,322
124,410
44,930
4,709,438
(1,263,229)
498,069
144,093
23,597,429

3,000
12,971

FY 14/15

$ 15,517,911
317,684
941,246
128,880
34,343
4,861,563
(1,076,539)
671,130
21,396,218

15,971

388,164
23,683
304,756
0
716,604

375,658
84,093
360,175
91,050
910,977

128,152

3,433,507
128,152

3,621,187
143,847

3,433,507

498,069
4,729
5,625
2,323,482
17,456,339
(969,048)
22,752,703
23,453,335 $

TOTALS

498,069
4,729
5,625
2,323,482
17,456,339
(30)
(969,078)
128,122
22,880,825
144,093 $ 23,597,429

671,130
3,985
4,527,462
12,449,579
(931,949)
20,485,241
$ 21,396,218

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
INTERIM STATEMENT OF REVENUE, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
FOR PERIOD ENDING October 31, 2015

FY 15/16
ANNUAL
Y.T.D.
BUDGET
ACTUAL
REVENUE
Property Taxes
Grants
Interest - Investments
- Note
Miscellaneous
Cash Forward
SUBTOTAL REVENUE
PCMS
TOTAL REVENUE

Administration
Contracts and Grants
Children & Families Programs*
School Readiness
School Success
Prevention of Child Abuse & Neglect
Non-Operating:
Statutory Fees
Technology
Other - Outreach and Measurement
Depreciation
Fund Balance Unassigned
SUBTOTAL EXPENDITURES
PCMS
TOTAL EXPENDITURES

$ 55,492,374
187,445
50,000

5,500

285,000
17,255,059
73,269,878

5,500

73,269,878

18
5,518

FY 14/15
ANNUAL
Y.T.D.
BUDGET
ACTUAL
$ 52,335,371
292,095
58,000

$

7,668,406
15,423,226
75,777,098

18,673
1,676

Y.T.D. ACTUAL
Difference
$

(13,173)
(1,676)

239,460

(239,460)

259,809

(254,309)

75,777,098

21
259,830

(3)
(254,312)

7,117,499
124,725

457,704

7,377,600
7,059,372

406,539
-

51,165
0

8,740,238
17,117,721
19,712,167

165,270
7,713
207,882

8,850,224
17,202,619
20,522,575

79,848
0
575,986

85,422
7,713
(368,104)

1,285,440
2,117,640
17,054,448
-

126,659
3,708
5,611

1,256,049
1,160,000
12,348,659
-

119,406
0
1,181,779
10,000
1,191,779

7,253
3,708
5,611
(207,232)
(9,952)
(217,184)

73,269,878
$ 73,269,878

$

EXCESS (Deficiency) of
Revenue over Expenditures

75,777,098
$ 75,777,098

$

(969,077)

RETAINED EARNINGS
INVESTMENT IN FIXED ASSETS
FUND EQUITY - JWB:
Unspendable-Note Receivable
Assigned-Spence Education Award
Assigned - Cooperman Bogue
Assigned Cash Flow Requirement
Assigned-F/Y Expenditure
TOTAL: $ 73,269,878

974,547
48
974,595

$

$

(931,949)

(37,128)

128,152
3,433,507

143,847
3,621,187

(15,695)
(187,680)

498,069
4,729
5,625
17,456,339
2,323,482
22,880,826

671,130
3,985

(173,061)
744
5,625
5,006,760
(2,203,980)
2,395,585

Page 4 of 6
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$ 75,777,098

$

12,449,579
4,527,462
20,485,241

$

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
October 31, 2015

JWB Revenue and Expense Year to
Date Comparison by Fiscal Year

Admin YTD Budget to YTD Expense
ComparisonItem II.B.
$250,000
$200,000

2,000,000

$150,000
$100,000

Revenue

1,000,000

Budget

$50,000

Expense

Expense YTD

$-

FY 15/16

FY 14/15

May 31, 2015

Program Expense
Percent Spent YTD in each Focus Area

School Readiness
Budget = $8,850,224
School Success

1.1%

Budget = $17,202,619
0.0%

Prevention of Child Abuse and
Neglect
Budget = $20,522,575

1.9%

AGENCY ADVANCES
Date
Issued

Advance
Amount

Agency

YTD
Returned

Amount
Outstanding

Most Recent
Payment

NONE

TOTAL:

-

-

-

CONTRACTS SIGNED THIS MONTH
Name
10/01/15

10/06/15
10/06/15

Amount

Kelly Services

BMR Consulting, Inc.

Cambridge Hill Partners, Inc.

$

Description
Temporary staffing services for VITA site coordinators,
38,700.00 VITA grant ends 6/30/16

$

Dr. Barbara Morrison-Rodriquez assists staff in
documenting performance and effectiveness of JWB
36,000.00 funded programs and activities

$

Mid-level staff training and development. Other related
30,000.00 tasks as assigned by Dr. Biddleman

10/14/15

Island Business Solutions

$

Great Plains consulting fee, assisting staff with
11,100.00 accounting software issues, etc.

10/14/15

Island Business Solutions

$

17,500.00 upgrades, maintenance and support

Microsoft Dynamics (Great Plains) accounting software

10/15/15

OPTIV

$

SecureAuth IdP subscription license, virtual appliance,
maintenance support and upgrade. Up to 5 applications.
3,637.26 State term contract GSA#gs-38-0189y

BUDGET TRANSFERS APPROVED THIS MONTH
Name
10/09/15

R 'Club Child Care - 21st Century
Community Learning Center

Amount
$

27,129.00

Page 5 of 6
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Description
To support the R 'Club Child Care, Inc. 21st Century
Community Learning Center's sustainability component

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
INVESTMENT REPORT
For Period Ending October 31, 2015
BANK

ACCOUNT

BB & T

AVERAGE
RATE

ENDING
BALANCE

(1)

YIELD

Concentration Account
Market Investment Account

0.15%

$ 2,117,572.23
3,099,849.34

Investment Sweep Trust Account

0.06%

4,041,924.61

297.94

Florida Local Government
Investment Trust (FLGIT)

Day to Day Fund Account

0.17%

616,192.73

77.53

FLORIDA PRIME

Investment Pool - FUND A

0.27%

8,081,476.48

2,417.33

REGIONS

$ 17,957,015.39
(1)

$

$

394.89

3,187.69

This is the main operating account. The expense is offset by earnings credits. There is no interest paid in this account.

BUDGET COMPARISON
Year To Date
BUDGET
$4,166.67

$50,000.00
(3)

$

Year To Date
ACTUAL( 3 )
3,187.69

Includes interest adjustments for the month not reflected in the interim statements.

Investments by Institution
3.4%

Regions

22.5%

BB&T

45.0%

FL Prime (SBA)

29.1%

FLGIT

Investments by Category

YTD Investment Yield Amount
Comparison

100%

80%

$10,000

60%
40%
20%
0%

$0
FY 15/16
Average Rate- ..16%

FY 14/15

Savings, Demand
Deposits, Certificates of
Deposits MAX=100%

Average Rate - .13%

Page 6 of 6
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Investment Pool
MAX=75%

to YTD Budget YTD Budget
77%
$
(978.98)

Board of Directors Meeting
November 12, 2015
Ratify Finance Committee Meeting Recommendations
from November 3, 2015
Item III.
Recommended Action:

Strategic Plan
Key Result Area:

Board Ratification of Actions Taken at the November 3, 2015 Finance
Committee Meeting

Increasing Organizational Capacity

At the November 3, 2015 Finance Committee meeting, the committee took the following actions and requests
ratification by the Board:
Action 1: Item I.A. Approve IT Security Policy Revisions
Action 2: Item I.B. Approve Removal of Surplus and Obsolete Property
Action 3: Item I.C. Approve the Reissue of the Request for Applications for New & Expanded Services

Staff Resource: Brian Jaruszewski
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Finance Committee Meeting
November 3, 2015
Approve Removal of Surplus and Obsolete Property
Item I.B.
Recommended Action:

Approve the Removal of Surplus Property from JWB Inventory

Strategic Plan
Key Result Area:

Performance Improvement

Surplus equipment is evaluated on a semi-annual basis to determine its usefulness to JWB and whether it meets
the current needs. The attached Surplus Property Report lists the unused equipment we are requesting to remove
from the building.
The report includes a description of surplus furniture and equipment to be removed, reason for removal,
designation, and date of purchase. Items classified as inefficient are outdated or do not match our current
technology needs. Items classified as uneconomical are either too costly to maintain or repair when
considering what value the item brings.
Pursuant to s. 274.05, F.S., Surplus Property, a governmental unit shall have discretion to classify as surplus any
of its property that is obsolete or the continued use of which is uneconomical or inefficient, or which serves no
useful function. Section 274.06, F.S., Alternative Procedure, specifically provides that “if the property is without
commercial value it may be donated, destroyed, or abandoned.” Useable items will be donated to local nonprofit
agencies as defined in 273.01(3), F.S.
Pending Board approval JWB will offer items designated as donate to the JWB funded agencies on a first-come,
first-serve basis. Remaining items will be donated to other 501(c)(3) organizations or disposed of in the
appropriate manner such as recycling or waste disposal.

Staff Resource: Laura Peele
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Asset ID
881

Description of Item
Apple TV

Reason for
Removal
Inefficient

No number
No number
1469

Bookshelves (4)
Copier Konica
Desk

Inefficient
Inefficient
Inefficient

no number
1982/000799

Desk glass
Desk with hutch-L shaped

Inefficient
Inefficient

No number

Inefficient

No number
823
1411
1126
001138, 001159

File cabinet - two drawer horizontal
File cabinet - two drawer vertical file
cabinet
HP Desktop XW4300
HP 2710p
HP Compaq 8200 Elite
HP Desktop

Inefficient
Inefficient
Inefficient
Inefficient
Inefficient

Purchase Date
12/15/2011
Inherited from Chase (old
building)
Inherited from HHSCC
11/15/2012
Inherited from Chase (old
building)
4/24/2007
Inherited from Chase (old
building)
Inherited from Chase (old
building)
10/24/2006
2/26/2008
8/31/2012
1/19/2012

002212, 001380, 001077,
001178, 001041, 000819,
002212
889
1152
1190
002272, 002273
977
001074, 002154
1036
1199
853
001369, 001374
1411

HP Docking Station
HP Docking Station
HP Docking Station
HP Docking Station
HP Docking Station
HP Docking Station
HP Docking Station
HP Docking Station
HP Docking Station
HP Docking Station
HP Laptop
HP Laptop

Inefficient
Inefficient
Inefficient
Inefficient
Inefficient
Inefficient
Inefficient
Inefficient
Inefficient
Inefficient
Inefficient
Inefficient

8/31/2011
7/26/2012
9/4/2012
4/8/2011
5/1/2014
9/21/2012
8/5/2013
7/31/2012
9/4/2012
7/11/2012
9/14/2012
2/26/2008

2
30

Purchase Netbook
Price
Value Designation
$99.00
$0 Recycle
$Unknown
$-

$0 Donate
$0 Donate
$0 Donate

$$1,194.86

$0 Donate
$0 Donate

$-

$0 Donate

$$1,089.99
$1,782.52
$638.00
$1,949.00

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Donate
Recycle
Donate
Donate
Recycle

$103.00
$103.00
$103.00
$102.00
$139.99
$103.00
$107.00
$103.00
$103.00
$103.00
$571.18
$1,782.52

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Donate
Donate
Donate
Donate
Donate
Donate
Donate
Donate
Donate
Recycle
Recycle
Recycle

Asset ID
2013
001379, 000991, 000995,
001000, 000992, 001376,
001372, 001373, 000990,
001371, 000993, 001378
0387 (old #)
877
1206
0314, 1275
1141
1412
856
1517
1434
001900 (old #)/001116
921

Description of Item
HP Laptop

Reason for
Removal
Inefficient

Purchase Date
8/23/2007

Purchase Netbook
Price
Value Designation
$1,600.00
$0 Donate

Inefficient
Inefficient
Inefficient
Inefficient
Inefficient
Inefficient
Inefficient
Inefficient
Inefficient
Inefficient
Inefficient
Inefficient

9/14/2012
4/8/2011
4/8/2011
4/7/2011
7/1/2010
4/8/2011
2/26/2008
1/26/2012
5/1/2013
9/21/2012
10/14/2004
3/21/2007

$571.18
$944.50
$944.50
$920.00
$775.90
$1,782.52
$292.89
$499.00
$489.00
$30.00
$2,573.75
$998.82

834
1496
1150

HP Laptop 6360t
HP Laptop 6360t
HP Laptop 6550b
HP Laptop 6550b
HP Probook 4520s
HP Probook 6550b
HP Slim Docking Station
IPad
IPad
Laptop Stand
LCD Projector
LCD Projector
Microphone Shure Unidirectional
Lavalier
Monitor
Monitor Acer

Inefficient
Inefficient
Inefficient

6/24/2008
4/23/2013
10/1/2009

$578.00
$159.91
$250.00

$0 Recycle
$0 Recycle
$0 Recycle

001286, 001161, 000820,
001018, 001098, 001362

Monitor HP

Inefficient

$202.89

$0 Donate

no number

Office Chair

Inefficient

$-

$0 Recycle

no number
no number
2218
1536
1006

Office Side Chairs (5)
Office Side Chairs (6)
Palm Scanner
Scanner Cannon Capture One Touch
Sony Handicam

Inefficient
Inefficient
Inefficient
Inefficient
Inefficient

9/25/2008
Inherited from Chase (old
building)
Inherited from Chase (old
building)
6/28/2013
6/22/2012
6/24/2013
8/13/2012

3
31

$$107.00
$294.00
$489.00
$429.00

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Donate
Donate
Donate
Donate
Donate
Donate
Recycle
Recycle
Recycle
Donate
Donate
Recycle

Donate
Donate
Recycle
Donate
Recycle

Asset ID
1332

Description of Item
Switch Cisco

Reason for
Removal
Inefficient

No number

Table - Typewriter

Inefficient

Purchase Date
8/15/2011
Inherited from Chase (old
building)

001523, 002174, 002179,
002245, 0955, 1494, 1520,
1524, 1526, 1527, 1528,
1557, 1558, 1559, 2171,
2290, 929, 933, 934, 000945,
(2) no asset tag

Verizon Hotspot

Inefficient

6/10/2013

4
32

Purchase Netbook
Price
Value Designation
$5,779.00
$0 Donate
$-

$0 Donate

$-

$0 Donate

Finance Committee Meeting
November 3, 2015
Approve the Reissue of the Request for Applications for
New and Expanded Services
Item I.C.
Recommended Action:

Strategic Plan
Key Result Area:

Approve the Reissue of the Request for Applications for New and
Expanded Services with the existing budget amount of $1,500,000 for FY
2015/2016.

Funding for Results through Programs and Services

A Request for Application (RFA) for New Programming/Services Expansion or Enhancement was released on
May 18, 2015 with an application submission date of July 17, 2015. The RFA was intended to solicit
applications from existing JWB funded programs as well as other 501(c)(3) and governmental entities that serve
Pinellas County children and their families in alignment with one or more of JWB’s strategic focus areas: School
Readiness, School Success and the Prevention of Child Abuse and Neglect. JWB last issued a solicitation for a
similar purpose in FY 2006/2007.
JWB received 97 requests for the RFA packet. Fifty-one applications were submitted by 46 agencies. Twentyone of these agencies are currently funded by JWB, and 25 are not. The budgeted funding amount for this
solicitation for FY 2015/2016 was stated at $1,500,000. JWB estimated that approximately five awards would be
made as a result of the solicitation.
The Review Team scored all 51 applications. Funding recommendations were presented to the Finance
Committee on September 29, 2015. The Finance Committee made the decision to reject all of the proposals and
concurrently give notice to all proposers that there will be a reissuance of the solicitation. This action was
ratified by the JWB Board at the October 8, 2015 Board Meeting.
Staff revised the solicitation to take into consideration the comments that were made at the Finance Committee
Meeting and the JWB Board Meeting. The comments and feedback from the Finance Committee and Board
indicated that the process should provide for a less rigid method of arriving at the ultimate funding
recommendations. As such, several significant changes were incorporated throughout the solicitation.
The significant changes are summarized below:





Current year funding remains at $1.5 million. Annualized amount is now $3 million. This will allow JWB
to approximately double the number of awards made in the current year.
Includes anticipated allocation of up to 15 percent of the funds for each of the Five High Risk Zones, and
up to 25 percent of the funds for county-wide programs.
Revised the Executive Summary Section requirements to more easily identify the program’s alignment
with the established funding criteria.
Adjusted the weighting of each section to more closely align with the established funding criteria.
33



Reduced the solicitation document by 11 pages.

Funding decisions for the revised New Programming/Service Expansion Requests for FY 2015/2016 are
anticipated to be made according to the following timeline. This is intended to be a recurring annual process that
is subject to available funding. The timeline may be adjusted for future year’s funding. Any changes to dates or
times will be published on the JWB website.
RFA Timeline
November 16, 2015
December 1, 2015

December 4, 2015
December 11, 2015
December 30, 2015
January 6, 2016
February 9, 2016
February 15, 2016
February 18, 2016
March 9, 2016
TBA
April 14, 2016
April 18, 2016
On or After April 18,
2016

Request for Applications Released
Funding Information Workshop (optional):
9:00 AM
Juvenile Welfare Board, Conference Room 191
14155 58th St. N., Clearwater, FL 33760
Deadline for Questions 4:00 PM
Responses to Questions posted on JWB website
Technical Assistance Review by Appointment
Application Due JWB by Noon
1st Review Team Meeting at JWB, Room 191
8:30 AM
2nd Review Team Meeting at JWB, Room 191
8:30 AM
3rd Review Team Meeting at JWB, Room 191
8:30 AM
Executive Team Review Meeting at JWB
Finance Committee Meeting at JWB
Board Action to Award
Post Notice of Intent to Award on JWB Website
Execute Agreements

The draft revised RFA is attached for review and open discussion with staff and Board members.
Attachments:

New Programming/Service Expansion or Enhancement Request for
Applications (RFA)

Staff Resource: Brian Jaruszewski
Joseph Gallina
Paul Runyon
Rod Cyr
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REQUEST FOR APPLICATIONS
For
NEW PROGRAMMING/SERVICE EXPANSION OR ENHANCEMENT

FUNDING INFORMATION WORKSHOP (optional)
Tuesday, December 1, 2015
9:00 AM EST JWB Conference Room 191
SUBMISSION DUE DATE AND TIME
Wednesday, January 6, 2016, Noon
NUMBER OF COPIES REQUESTED
One (1) complete original Application with signature and five (5) complete copies
One (1) complete electronic copy on CD ROM or USB Drive
in Microsoft Word or Adobe PDF and Microsoft Excel as appropriate

DRAFT
Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
14155 58th Street North, Suite 100
Clearwater, FL 33760
(727) 453-5600
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1.0 INSTRUCTIONS
1.1 JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
The Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County (JWB) was established by the citizens in 1946 as the nation’s
first countywide agency investing dedicated property tax revenues to better the lives of children and families.
Guided by its mission, JWB invests in partnerships, innovation and advocacy to strengthen Pinellas County
children and families. JWB’s efforts also strengthen neighborhoods, communities and schools, making
Pinellas County a better place for everyone to live.
JWB strategically invests in three key areas of focus designed to improve the lives of Pinellas children and
families: School Readiness, School Success, and the Prevention of Child Abuse and Neglect. The decision to
build supports, allocate resources and establish partnerships is further guided by a set of principles that
include: a commitment to quality, prioritizing early intervention and prevention resources for the most
vulnerable children, investing in promising practices, maintaining public accountability, and continued
flexibility in responding to emerging issues that impact Pinellas children, especially in JWB’s three focus
areas.
1.2 SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES (DATES SUBJECT TO CHANGE)
This is a summary only and does not alter the requirements contained in other sections of this procurement
document.
Date
Description
Request for Applications Released
November 16, 2015
Funding Information Workshop (optional):
December 1, 2015
9:00 AM
Juvenile Welfare Board, Conference Room 191
14155 58th St. N., Clearwater, FL 33760
Deadline for Questions 4:00 PM
December 4, 2015
Responses to Questions posted on JWB website
December 11, 2015
Technical Assistance Review by Appointment
December 30, 2015
Application Due JWB by Noon
January 6, 2016
1st Review Team Meeting at JWB, Room 191
February 9, 2016
8:30 AM
2nd Review Team Meeting at JWB, Room 191
February 15, 2016
8:30 AM
3rd Review Team Meeting at JWB, Room 191
February 18, 2016
8:30 AM
4th Review Team Meeting at JWB Room 191 8:30 AM
February 22, 2016
Executive Team Review Meeting at JWB
March 9, 2016
Finance Committee Meeting at JWB
TBA
Board Action to Award
April 14, 2016
Post Notice of Intent to Award on JWB Website
April 18, 2016
Execute Agreements
On or After April 18,
2016
JWB New Programming/Service Expansion or Enhancement RFA
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1.3 COMMUNICATION WITH JWB
All Applicant communication (phone, fax, email, mail, courier, or other service) concerning this
Application must be directed to the Budget and Business Services Division. The point of contact is:
Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
Attn: Rod Cyr, Senior Contract Manager and Procurement Specialist
14155 58th Street North
Clearwater, FL 33760
rcyr@jwbpinellas.org
727-453-5654
1.4 INFORMATION WORKSHOP
An optional funding information workshop will be held at 9:00 AM on December 1, 2015 at the Juvenile
Welfare Board in Conference Room 191. All interested parties are urged to attend. The purpose of the
workshop is to allow potential Applicants an opportunity to present questions to staff and obtain clarification
of the requirements of the Application. Oral statements, oral responses to questions, or oral instructions will
not constitute an amendment to this Application. Responses to questions may be handled as an addendum if
the response would provide clarification to requirements of the Application. If this occurs a written addendum
will be emailed to all who requested a copy of this solicitation.
1.5 WRITTEN REQUESTS FOR INTERPRETATIONS/CLARIFICATIONS
Written questions pertaining to the terms and conditions or scope of work of this Application may be
submitted via email or fax to the person listed above. The deadline for questions is December 4, 2015 at
4:00 PM. Please use email subject line: New Programming/Service Expansion or Enhancement RFA.
Beyond that date and time, questions will not be answered. Written questions and responses are public
record and will be available via the website (www.jwbpinellas.org) on December 11, 2015. Responses
to questions may be handled as an addendum if the response would provide clarification to requirements of
the Application. If this occurs a written addendum will be emailed to all who requested a copy of this
procurement document.
1.6 ADA REQUIREMENT FOR PUBLIC MEETINGS
Persons with disabilities requiring reasonable accommodation to participate in public meetings must submit
a written request via email to: rcyr@jwbpinellas.org or contact by telephone 727-453-5654 at least 48 hours
prior to the meeting.
1.7 ADDENDA ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
Receipt and acceptance of addenda, if applicable, is to be acknowledged by signing and returning the
document with the Application.
1.8 APPLICATION SUBMISSION
Sealed Applications using the required format provided herein must be delivered to the JWB office on
or before January 6, 2016 at noon at 14155 58th Street North, Suite 100, Clearwater, FL 33760, to be
considered. Late submissions will not be considered. It is the responsibility of the Applicant to ensure that
the Application arrives on time at the right location. All Application packets will be publically opened and
recorded immediately following the Application deadline.

JWB New Programming/Service Expansion or Enhancement RFA
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It is required that one (1) complete original Application with signature and five (5) complete copies be
submitted, along with one (1) complete electronic copy on CD ROM or USB Drive in Microsoft Word or
Adobe PDF and Microsoft Excel as appropriate. Please affix the sealed Application label (Form 6) to the
Application envelope. Applications and changes thereto must be submitted in a sealed envelope or package
bearing the sealed Application label along with the name and address of the Applicant submitting the
Application.
In order to maintain comparability and enhance the review process, it is requested that responses be completed
and organized in the manner specified in the RFA. Include all information in your Application. Failure to
provide complete and/or adequate responses will be grounds for rejecting the Application from further
consideration.
Please note that during the review process, further information may be requested by JWB for more in-depth
evaluation.
1.9 EXPENSES INCURRED IN PREPARING APPLICATION
JWB accepts no responsibility for any expense incurred by the Applicant in the preparation and presentation
of an Application. Such expenses shall be borne exclusively by the Applicant.
1.10 RIGHT TO REJECT APPLICATIONS AND WAIVE NON-MATERIAL IRREGULARITIES
JWB reserves the right to waive minor defects or variations of an Application from the exact requirements of
the specifications that do not affect the price, quality, quantity, delivery, or performance time of the services
being procured. If insufficient information is submitted by an Applicant for JWB to properly evaluate the
Application, JWB reserves the right to request such additional information as it may deem necessary after the
time set for receipt of Applications, provided that the information requested does not change the price, quality,
quantity, delivery, or performance time of the services being procured.
JWB reserves the right to cancel the funding process or reject any Application as nonresponsive and
disqualify without scoring if it contains substantive exceptions to the terms and conditions of the RFA that
cannot be rectified without affecting the price, quality, delivery or performance of the services being
procured.
The following errors shall be deemed Fatal Criteria and the Application will be disqualified without
scoring:
a. The Application is submitted late;
b. Failure to meet minimum JWB funding criteria of 501(c)(3) organization or governmental entity at time
of submission;
c. Failure to submit a signed Application;
d. The Applicant submits an Application under the minimum of $50,000.
1.11 APPLICATION AWARD
It is the intent of JWB to receive Applications for services for the following fiscal year. Annual renewals
are at the option of the Board. An agreement will be negotiated after the award for any work to be
performed as a result of this RFA. The RFA, the Application, and the resulting agreement will constitute
the complete agreement between the Applicant and JWB.
It is anticipated that multiple awards will be made. JWB shall publicly post the formal award on JWB’s
website no less than three full business days after the Board’s decision to award the agreement to the
JWB New Programming/Service Expansion or Enhancement RFA
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Applicant is made. All Applicants will be sent an email with the notice of award to the email address provided
in the Application. Receipt of the fully executed agreement will serve as Applicant’s notice to proceed with
services.
1.12. CONTRACT
A written agreement resulting from this RFA will be negotiated following a public, competitive review and
award process (sample contract terms and conditions may be reviewed at
http://www.jwbpinellas.org/funding-opportunities2/. The fiscal year agreement will specify the maximum
funds available and the services and products to be provided.
1.13 PUBLIC INFORMATION
In accordance with Section 119.071(1)(b)2, F.S., all Applications submitted shall become public record after
30 days from opening, or earlier if JWB provides notice of an intended decision before the 30 days expires. If
JWB rejects all Applications and concurrently provides notice of its intent to reissue the RFA, the rejected
Applications remain exempt from the public records requirement until such time that JWB provides notice of
an intended decision concerning the reissued RFA or until JWB withdraws the reissued RFA. A solicitation is
not exempt from public record disclosure for longer than 12 months after the initial JWB notice rejecting all
Applications. Information that is exempt from public record disclosure will not be produced provided that it
is legally required that it not be produced or a specific exemption from disclosure exists.
1.14 TRADE SECRET AND CONFIDENTIAL MATERIALS
If the Application includes material which is deemed a Trade Secret, as defined by Section 812.081, F.S., the
following statement should be included in the Application. “Trade Secrets as defined by Section 812.081, F.S.
are contained in this Application and shall not be used or disclosed by JWB except for JWB’s purpose of
evaluating this Application”. However, if an agreement is awarded as a result of this submission, JWB shall
have the right to use the information designated as trade secrets to the extent subsequently agreed upon in
writing between Applicant and JWB. This does not limit JWB’s right to use or disclose the information if the
same information is obtained from another source. In addition, each and every page that contains information
that an Applicant contends contains information that is a Trade Secret as defined by Section 812.081, F.S.,
must be clearly marked as such by the Applicant prior to submission to JWB.
In addition, if any Application contains any information that is exempt from the disclosure requirements of
Chapter 119, F.S. pursuant to any other exemption or otherwise, each page containing such information must
be clearly marked as such by the Applicant prior to submission along with a citation to a statutory exemption
or other law prohibiting the disclosure of the marked information.
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, nothing contained in the Application shall be deemed or interpreted
to restrict or prevent JWB from complying with the disclosure requirements of Chapter 119, FS when material
or information is incorrectly, as determined solely within JWB’s discretion, identified as exempt from
disclosure as a Trade Secret, other statutory exemption, or otherwise by the Applicant.
Applicants are strongly discouraged from submitting any information that the Applicant feels is exempt from
public records disclosure such as information that is a Trade Secret per 812.081 as JWB will comply with the
public records law and will make the determination within its sole discretion as to whether information
submitted by an Applicant that an Applicant claims is exempt from disclosure is in fact, exempt from
disclosure. By submitting this Application, the Applicant submits all information at its own risk and covenants
not to sue JWB and waives any claim against JWB in connection with or as a result of any disclosures by JWB
of any information contained in the Application. By submitting the Application, the Applicant agrees that JWB
JWB New Programming/Service Expansion or Enhancement RFA
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may use and disclose all information submitted for any purpose JWB sees fit and that it is within JWB’s sole
discretion to determine if any information submitted is exempt from disclosure.
1.15 CONFLICT OF INTEREST
The Applicant represents that it presently has no interest and shall acquire no interest, either direct or indirect,
which would conflict in any manner with the performance or services required hereunder. The Applicant
further represents that no person having any such interest shall be employed by him/her during the agreement
term and any extensions.
The Applicant shall promptly notify the JWB point of contact, in writing, by certified mail, of all potential
conflicts of interest for any prospective business association, interest, or other circumstance, which may
influence or appear to influence the Applicant’s judgment or quality of services being provided hereunder.
Such written notification shall identify the prospective business association, interest or circumstance, the
nature of work that the Applicant may undertake and request an opinion of JWB as to whether the association,
interest or circumstance would, in the opinion of JWB, constitute a conflict of interest if entered into by the
Applicant. JWB agrees to notify the Applicant of its opinion, by certified mail, within thirty (30) days of
receipt of notification by the Applicant.
1.16 PROTEST PROCEDURE
Bid/Proposal protests. Any actual or prospective Bidder/Proposer, who is allegedly aggrieved in connection
with the issuance of a Bid/Proposal package or pending award of a contract, may protest the decision by
following the procedure below.
Posting. JWB shall publicly post the formal award on JWB’s website no less than three full business days
after the decision to award the contract to the Bidder/Proposer is made. All Bidders/Proposers will be sent an
email with the notice of award to the email address provided in the Bid/Proposal.
Requirements to Protest.
a. A formal written protest must be filed no later than 5:00 PM, on the fifth business day after the notice of
award has been posted. The formal written protest shall identify the protesting party and the solicitation
involved; include a clear statement of the grounds on which the protest is based; refer to the statutes, laws,
ordinances, applicable section(s) of the solicitation or Board policy, or other legal authorities which the
protesting party deems applicable to such grounds; and specifically request the relief to which the
protesting party deems itself entitled by Application of such authorities to such grounds.
b. A formal written protest is considered filed when the Executive Director receives it. Accordingly, a
protest is not timely filed unless it is received within the time specified above. Failure to file a formal
written protest within the time period specified shall constitute a waiver of the right to protest and result
in relinquishment of all rights to protest by the actual or prospective Bidder/Proposer.
Sole Remedy. These procedures shall be the sole remedy for challenging an award of Bid/Proposal.
Bidders/proposers are prohibited from attempts to influence, persuade, or promote a Bid protest through any
other channels or means.
Authority to Resolve. The Executive Director shall resolve the protest in accordance with the terms of the
RFA and shall render a written decision to the protesting party no later than 5:00 PM on the fifth business
day after the filing thereof.
Review of Executive Director’s Decision.
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a. The protesting party may request a review of the Executive Director’s decision to the Board by delivering
a written request for review of the decision to the Executive Director by 5:00 p.m. on the fifth business
day after the date of the written decision. The written notice shall include any written or physical
materials, objects, statements, and arguments, which the Bidder/Proposer deems relevant to the issues
raised in the request for review.
b. The Board will consider the request for review at the next regularly scheduled Board meeting after the
request is received. It is within the Board’s discretion whether to allow testimony or argument from the
protesting party at the Board meeting. If it is determined by majority vote of Board members present at
the meeting that the award is in violation of law or the regulations and internal procedures of the Budget
and Business Services Division or any another applicable authority, the Board shall cancel or revise the
award as deemed appropriate within three business days after the Board meeting.
c. If it is determined by majority vote of Board members present at the meeting that the award should be
upheld, the Board shall direct staff to notify the protesting party in writing of the Board decision with a
copy furnished to all substantially affected persons or businesses within three business days of the Board
meeting. The decision shall be final and conclusive as to JWB.
Stay of Procurement during Protests. The decision to stay a procurement during protests shall be at the
sole discretion of the Executive Director.
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2.0 FUNDING CRITERIA
2.1 PURPOSE
This is a new solicitation and Applicants are responsible to read this document in full and comply with
all conditions. Although this solicitation is similar to the solicitation released May 2015, additional
information and evaluation criteria has been added.
The purpose of these funds is to support JWB’s mission of investing in partnerships and innovation by
providing high-quality, capable, local agencies an opportunity to enhance or expand their existing
programming and/or respond to emerging community needs. JWB is seeking Applications from existing
JWB-funded agencies and 501(c)(3) agencies or governmental entities that serve Pinellas County children
below the age of 18 and their families to provide new, enhanced, or expanded programs in alignment with
JWB’s Strategic Focus Areas: School Readiness, School Success, or the Prevention of Child Abuse and
Neglect.
JWB strongly encourages Applicant’s to build and extend collaborations and partnerships in response to this
RFA. The benefits of collaboration and partnership include, but are not limited to, shared expertise,
leveraging of existing community resources and facilities, and enhanced quality and access to services for
program participants that meets the client’s unique needs.
Collaborative Applications must be submitted by a primary applicant and include a narrative detailing the
legal and contractual relationship between the entities and its process for procurement, payment and
monitoring other collaborative partners.
New Programming
Agencies that serve Pinellas County children below the age of 18 may apply to address emerging community
needs that are aligned with one or more JWB strategic focus areas. This RFA is targeted to projects that meet
the needs of Pinellas County children and families using the latest research and professional knowledge and
active participation of citizens. The nature of the request will depend on the particular need identified.
Applications must demonstrate that the requested program service is not currently available or is available
but inaccessible due to location or cost.
Program Enhancements and/or Expansion
Agencies that serve Pinellas County children below the age of 18 may apply to enhance and/or expand
existing programs. This RFA provides agencies the opportunity to increase their funding to more fully
accomplish programmatic objectives by improving access to services, increasing program capacity (such as
increasing the number of participants served), and other efforts to improve the quality of service delivery or
otherwise enhance services. Requests must fully identify and justify the critical need area(s) to be addressed
with the additional funding. Applicants must have a demonstrated record of success and show that there is an
unmet need for this type of program in the community.
Requests for funding that are best addressed by other JWB competitive procurements such as the NonOperating and Capital Request for Proposal, Quality Early Learning Initiative or Community Out-of-School
Time (COST) will NOT be considered. For information regarding the above mentioned procurements see
JWB’s website at http://www.jwbpinellas.org/funding-opportunities2/.
2.2 ALIGNMENT TO JWB STRATEGIC FOCUS AREA
Applicants may submit an Application for funding in one or more of the three JWB Strategic Focus Areas:
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School Readiness, School Success, and the Prevention of Child Abuse and Neglect (please refer to
http://www.jwbpinellas.org/juvenile-welfare-board/about-jwb/the-jwb-strategic-plan/
for
definitions).
Applicants must demonstrate how their new, enhanced, or expanded program aligns with, and how it
addresses the selected JWB strategic focus area. Misalignment with a JWB Strategic Focus Area could
be grounds for rejecting the Application from further consideration.
2.3 AWARDS
FY 2015/2016 funding awarded under this solicitation will be up to $1,500,000 from the date of final Board
award on or after April 14, 2016 to September 30, 2016. Funding for FY 2016/2017 will be annualized up to
$3,000,000 accordingly and will be on-going from fiscal year to fiscal year depending upon provider
performance, need for the service(s), and availability of funding as determined through the JWB annual
budgeting process.
Up to $1,500,000 for New Programming Service Expansion or Enhancement may be allocated geographically
as follows: up to 15% for services within each of the five Pinellas County identified high-risk zones and up
to 25% to services that are county wide. (See Attachment D High Risk Area Map).
Due to the abbreviated fiscal year Applicant requests must be for a minimum of $50,000 for FY 2015/2016
($100,000 annualized). An Applicant may apply for more than one program. Only one Application may be
submitted per agency for each program, but an agency may submit more than one Application if applying for
more than one new, expanded, or enhanced program. Prior to award, the Board, at its discretion, may choose
to withhold funding based on the best interest of Pinellas County children and families. Prior to award,
funding may be reduced or terminated based on changes in JWB priorities, a reduction in revenues, or when
program monitoring reveals a significant compliance infraction or poor performance. In the event of a tie in
the final scoring, priority consideration will be given to agencies currently funded by JWB.
2.4 FUNDING CRITERIA
In order to qualify as a recipient of JWB funds an Applicant must:
a. Demonstrate agency capacity and prior outcome attainment through evidence-based programs, to include
emerging or promising practices;
b. Demonstrate fiscal stability;
c. Provide services that align with JWB’s Strategic Plan and direction (http://www.jwbpinellas.org/juvenilewelfare-board/about-jwb/the-jwb-strategic-plan/);
d. Be in compliance with all applicable federal, state, and local laws.
e. If a recipient agency has an annual operating budget under $500,000 then it will be required to operate
under an Administrative Services Organization (ASO) or collaborative unless it demonstrates to JWB’s
satisfaction that it has the resources to properly administer the JWB funding in accordance with all
requirements. Additionally, recipient agencies with an annual operating budget of $500,000 or more may
be required to operate under an ASO or collaborative as determined in JWB’s sole discretion to ensure the
proper administration of JWB funding.
f. Be a governmental entity or have an IRS 501(c)(3) designation at the time of submission; and
g. Serve children and youth below the age of 18, or beyond as indicated in state and federal law, and their
families residing in Pinellas County.
The funded agency is encouraged to provide certification of current accreditation by a recognized accrediting
body appropriate to the programming funded by JWB. Examples of recognized accrediting bodies include
COA-Council on Accreditation, CARF-Commission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities, JCAHOJoint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations, NAEYC-National Association for the
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Education of Young Children, CQL-Council on Quality & Leadership, or FCADV-Florida Coalition Against
Domestic Violence.
Regardless of accreditation, the funded agency must meet the highest professional standards established
through its specific field. If an agency is the sole provider addressing a demonstrated critical community
need, exceptions to the funding criteria will be considered.
Pursuant to JWB’s Special Act, Ch. 2003-320, Laws of Florida, JWB is prohibited from funding an agency
under the exclusive jurisdiction of the public school system.
JWB funds must benefit a public purpose. Therefore JWB will not consider funding for the following:
a. Recreation programs that do not have a clear youth development component;
b. Direct medical services, unless as a catalyst for matching funds as a demonstrated project or as an
integrated element of a program that encourages positive development of children, youth and families;
c. Services or programs requiring worship or religious instructional activities as a condition of
participation;
d. Retirement of debt;
e. Personal expenses of Board members, staff, or volunteers unless directly related to legitimate business
purposes;
f. Expenses incurred in a closed JWB fiscal year;
g. Contributions to or on behalf of any political party or candidate;
h. Charitable contributions;
i. Costs associated with a funded Applicant’s legal settlement;
j. Administrative costs in excess of the Board adopted percentage of the JWB program allocation as
referenced in the JWB Fiscal Guidelines for Funded Programs (http://www.jwbpinellas.org/wpcontent/uploads/2013/09/JWB-Funded-Agency-Fiscal_Guidelines-NOV-22-20141.pdf)
k. Expenses associated with fundraising activities;
l. Costs not actually incurred or are insufficiently documented;
m. Acquisition of real property; and
n. Expenses not approved through the budget or budget process.
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3.0 APPLICATION FORMAT AND GUIDELINES
The total length of the Application must not exceed 12 pages. The page limit does not include attachments and
forms. The Application must be typed single-spaced using 12 point font with half-inch margins. Smaller font (no
less than 10-point) may be used for tables, charts, and footnotes. All pages, including attachments, must be
numbered.
Please submit an Application that includes all the attachments specified and answers every question. Leave
no question unanswered. If an item does not apply, write or type “N/A”.
A formal on-site observation may be conducted to further verify and confirm responses provided in the
Application. This may include a safety inspection of facilities, interviews with key staff and Board members, and
the on-site review of additional relevant documentation.
The Application must be assembled in the following order:
1. Signed Addenda (as applicable)
2. Table of Contents
3. Form 1- Agency Information
4. Form 2- Signed Agency Certification
5. Agency 501(c)(3) certificate or governmental entity statement
6. Executive Summary (1 page maximum)
7. Application Narrative (12 pages maximum)
8. Form 3- Evaluation Plan Matrix
9. Form 4 B, C & D- Budget (FY 2015/2016 & FY 2016/2017)
10. Organizational chart of both the agency and the proposed program
11. Position description or position profile for each position that works within the program
12. Most recent year-end audit and management letter
13. Non-JWB Funded Organization/Governmental Entity must attach the following additional information:
 IRS W-9 (Form 5) for non-JWB funded agencies only
 Proof of insurance - Insurance Declaration Page
 Most recent IRS Form 990 and three months of financial statements (if not required, please explain)
(If using an Administrative Service Organization (ASO) also attach a commitment letter
from the ASO and the ASO’s most recent audit, management letter, IRS Form 990 and
three months Fiscal Statements)
 Reference letters from at least one funding source
14. Form 6- Sealed Application Label (Affix to the Seal Application)
If an Applicant is submitting more than one application, then the Applicant only needs to submit items 1-11 above
with any subsequent application accordingly. The Sealed Application Label (Form 6) must be attached to each
sealed application submitted.
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NOTE: The following attachments are included in the RFA for informational purposes and should not be
submitted with the Application:


Attachment 1: Items to be Submitted with the Application



Attachment 2: Scoring Rubric

3.1 Agency Information (Form 1)
Complete and submit Form 1 with your Application, which is attached as a pdf fillable form.
3.2 Agency Certification (Form 2)
Complete, sign, and submit Form 2 with your Application.
Agencies must attach a 501(c)(3) certificate or governmental entity statement.
Applicants that are governmental entities must attach a signed written statement by the Chief Administrative
Officer or authorized delegate that the funding for the proposed service(s) is not available within their current
budget.
3.3 Executive Summary
The Application must include a brief one page executive summary that at a minimum includes the
following:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Summary description of the program(s);
High risk zone(s) program(s) are offered and agency office location(s);
Total JWB funding requested for FY 2015/2016 and amount per each high risk zone;
Total annual program budget amount from all revenue sources;
Description of the need and how determined;
Participant(s) type and number to be served;
Annual total program cost per participant; and
Expected outcomes, impact and benefit program(s) will have on participants and how measured

3.4 Alignment to JWB Strategic Focus Area

10 Maximum Points

The new, enhanced, or expanded program request for funding for must align with one or more of JWB’s
Strategic Focus Areas: School Readiness, School Success, and the Prevention of Child Abuse and Neglect.
You must select one Focus Area with which your program primarily aligns. (Please refer to
http://www.jwbpinellas.org/juvenile-welfare-board/about-jwb/the-jwb-strategic-plan/ for Focus Area
definitions). Misalignment with a JWB Strategic Focus Area could be grounds for rejecting the
Application from further consideration.
a. With which one of the JWB Strategic Focus Areas does your proposed program primarily align?
b. Describe how the proposed program aligns with the identified JWB Strategic Focus Area.
3.5 Need Justification

15 Maximum Points

Provide a justification of the need for this new, enhanced, and/or expanded program. This must include:
a. Are there other programs in the community that provide a similar service? If so, describe the unmet
need that this proposed program addresses.
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b. Present information that justifies this need and describe the method(s) used to gather this information.
Please list your sources as an attachment and have source documents available, upon request. Examples
include but are not limited to: results of a continuous quality improvement analysis identifying a critical
consumer need area; needs assessment conducted by an objective outside party or by your own agency;
local, regional or national survey data; focus groups with program participants, stakeholders and/or staff;
usage statistics; media coverage of the problem or lack of service; reports from government agencies or
other nonprofits; demographic studies; or projections for the future.
3.6 Program Description

25 Maximum Points

Each element under 3.6 must be addressed in sequential order.
3.6.1 Is this request for new, enhanced, and/or expanded programming?
Requests for funding that are best addressed by other JWB competitive procurements such as
the Non-Operating and Capital, Quality Early Learning Initiative, or Community Out-of-School
Time (COST) will NOT be considered. For information regarding the above mentioned
procurements see JWB’s website at (http://www.jwbpinellas.org/funding-opportunities2/ ).
Provide a description of the request, such as: program service description, service location(s), extended
hours of operation, additional staff, efforts to further staff development, and enhanced services to
participants, and/or new service component(s). Describe how the request addresses the stated need. The
narrative must include:
a. What evidence do you have to demonstrate that this request will have positive benefits for children
and families? Please list your sources as an attachment and have source documents available, upon
request.
b. Does this request include coordination, partnership, or collaboration with other agencies to meet the
needs of participants? If not, please explain why. As applicable, describe current and future
community partnerships or other multi-agency agreements that facilitate the delivery of proposed
new, enhanced, expanded services (see Attachment C Table of Relationship Structures).
c. Does this request include follow-up after services are completed? If not, please explain why. As
applicable, what would they receive, when, and for what length of time?
3.6.2 The program’s theory (or philosophy) of change describes the reasons for expecting changes in
participants’ knowledge, attitude, behavior, and/or development. Describe the new, enhanced, and/or
expanded program’s underlying theory/philosophy of change.
3.6.3 Describe the dosage of the new, enhanced, and/or expanded program services to be provided. Including
the following:
a. The intended frequency of the new, enhanced, and/or expanded program service (e.g., daily, weekly,
etc.).
b. The intended duration of each contact (e.g., 30 minutes, 1 hour).
c. The intended length of time the participant is served in the new, enhanced, and/or expanded program
(e.g., average of 3 months, 6 weeks, etc.).
d. Staff to participant ratio, if applicable.
e. The criteria for successful completion of the proposed program.
3.6.4 Describe the new, enhanced, and/or expanded program’s service setting(s) (e.g., home, classroom, etc.)
Include the following:
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a.
b.
c.
d.

For each proposed program site: list the address of the site and its days and hours of operation.
Which, if any, days during the calendar year would services not be available?
Would the proposed program provide transportation?
How would participants access your services?

3.7 Participants

10 Maximum Points

Each element under 3.7 must be addressed in sequential order.
3.7.1 What are the proposed program’s eligibility criteria? Describe how these criteria effectively meet the
unmet need. The narrative must address the following, as applicable:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

age criteria
income criteria
gender criteria
special population(s) to be served
geographic area served
any additional criteria which may apply, and
a description of any exclusionary criteria. If there are no exclusionary criteria, indicate this.

3.7.2 Describe the outreach, recruitment and enrollment/intake process of the new, enhanced, and/or
expanded program. The narrative must address the following:
a. What are the cultural, linguistic, and/or literacy-related characteristics of the target population?
Describe the staff competencies and materials available to meet the needs of the target population.
b. Will participants be required to prove eligibility at intake?
c. Will participants be eligible for re-entry into the program? If yes, what is the process for re-entry?
3.8 Evaluation and Outcomes

15 Maximum Points

JWB recognizes that applications under this RFA can range from entirely new programs to expansions and/or
enhancements of existing programs. List the three (3) most important outcomes of the current or proposed
program in Form 3, which is attached as a pdf fillable form, and submit with your Application. If the request
is for service expansion and/or enhancement, describe the expected impact of the request and the added
benefit expected to participants. Be as specific as possible.
3.9 Organizational Structure and Agency Capacity

5 Maximum Points

Each element under 3.9 must be addressed in sequential order.
3.9.1 Describe your agency’s structure and capacity to effectively operate the proposed program. This must
include:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Current accreditations; certificates or licensure;
Years of experience delivering proposed program and/or similar services;
Staff, Board and volunteer diversity;
Attach the current fiscal year organizational chart of both the agency and the proposed program;
Staff recruitment and hiring process;
Staff turnover rate and staff retention plan
Management qualifications;
A list of training and/or professional development hours and topics required by the program, if
applicable;
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i. Describe or attach the proposed program’s data collection and data quality policies and
procedures;
j. List any citations received within the past five (5) years for violations of contracts, grants, safety
regulations, employment practices, or building codes. Review of Applications will include any
written plans of action based on the findings of JWB program monitoring activities of agencies
currently funded by JWB over the previous three years. Significant findings could be grounds
for rejecting the Application from further consideration;
k. If the Applicant is subcontracting any portion of this request, describe how activities and/or
services would be procured, contracted, monitored, and paid;
l. Attach a position description or position profile for each position that works within the program;
and
m. If the Applicant is not currently a contracted JWB service provider, the Applicant must attach
reference letters from at least one funding source.
3.9.2 Describe the agency’s fiscal health. This must include:
a. A statement of financial condition, which demonstrates that the organization is in sound financial
condition or that appropriate measures are being taken to address any identified financial
problems;
b. Attach the most current agency audit, management letter, and Form 990; and
c. Attach the last three month’s financial statements.
3.10 Implementation Plan

5 Maximum Points

Each element under 3.7 must be addressed in sequential order.
Describe the key goals and objectives for this request. Provide a realistic timetable that addresses all key
goals and objectives.
Please include in the timetable, as applicable:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Start-up period, including identification of key resources to initiate proposed request;
Development and execution of any sub-contract agreements;
Staff recruitment, hiring and training;
Licensure and/or Accreditation;
Equipment and material purchases;
Outreach and participant recruitment; and
Service commencement.

3.11 Budget and Budget Narrative

10 Maximum Points

Agencies funded through this RFA will be required to enter fiscal data into JWB Grants Evaluation and
Management Software (GEMS). Participant data is typically entered into GEMS, however JWB may elect to
have Applicants with an existing participant database to upload participant data in a format prescribed by
JWB. A computer needs to be designated for this function. Specifications for the utilization of GEMS include:
Internet connection (DSL, fiber optics, or T-1 recommended), Internet Explorer 9 or higher, Windows 2007
or higher and at least one gigabyte of RAM. If the agency cannot meet these specifications, the upgrades
required are approved budgetary expenditures. If an agency does not have the necessary equipment, the cost
of the equipment may be included in the proposed budget.
Complete, print, and attach budget forms listed below for six months in FY 2015/2016 (April through
September) and FY 2016-2017 (October through September). One (1) electronic copy of Forms 4 B-D of the
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Application must also be submitted on CD ROM or USB Drive in Excel. Budgets must be developed and
submitted in accordance with the JWB Fiscal Guidelines for Funded Agencies. These guidelines are available
on JWB’s website at http://www.jwbpinellas.org/our-policies/
a. Form 4 B – Current & Proposed Operating Budget,
b. Form 4 C – Salary and Fringe Preparation,
c. Form 4 D – Other Program Funding.
Forms 4 B-D must include:
a. A mathematically accurate budget;
b. A balanced budget that includes revenue and expenses for the total program and the amounts requested
for funding;
c. In-kind contributions must be reflected as revenue in Form 4 D with matching expenditures in Form 4
B;
d. Allowable expenses per JWB’s Chart of Accounts provided in the JWB Fiscal Guidelines for Funded
Agencies;
e. A budget narrative clearly explaining how proposed expenditures were calculated; and
f. If start-up funding is requested, it must be clearly identified as a one-time cost in the budget narrative.
JWB intends to fund primarily direct costs which are costs for activities or services that directly benefit
program participants. The JWB reimbursable Total Administrative Cost must not exceed 17 percent of the
JWB Allocation. Administrative costs shall not include any costs budgeted in another line item.
Applicants with an approved indirect cost rate from a cognizant federal agency must provide their rate in the
Administrative line item narrative in the agency budget.
3.12 Preference Points

5 Maximum Points

Preference points will be awarded to agencies that:



Successfully secured other sources of funding for the request.
Established partnerships with other organizations to provide resources or support to the requested
program.
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ATTACHMENTS & FORMS
ATTACHMENT A ITEMS TO BE SUBMITTED WITH THE APPLICATION
This is for the Applicant’s use only, do not submit with the Application.
Does the Application Include:
Critical Information

YES

NO

N/A

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Signed Addenda, if applicable
Table of Content
Agency Information – Form 1 (Section 3.1.)
Signed Agency Certification – Form 2 (Section 3.2.)
Agency 501(c)(3) Certificate or Governmental Entity Statement as applicable.
(Section 3.2)
6. Executive Summary- (1 page maximum)
7. Application Narrative (includes sections 3.2-3.10, does not exceed 12 pages
and complies with formatting requirements)
8. Form 3- Evaluation Plan Matrix
9. Budget(s) – Form 4 B, C &D (Section 3.11): Completed Program Budget Form
B,C&D And Narratives For FY 2015/2016 (April 14, 2016 to September 30,
2016) and Completed Annual Program Budget Form B,C&D and Narratives for
FY 2016-2017 (October 1, 2016 to September 20, 2017)
10. Organizational chart of both the agency and the proposed program
11. Position description or position profile for each position that works within the
program
12. Most recent year-end audit and management letter
13. Agencies Not Currently Funded by JWB Must Submit The Following:
 IRS-W-9 Form (Form 5 )
 Proof of Insurance – Insurance Declaration Certificate
 Most Recent IRS Form 990 and Current Three Months of Financial
Statements. (If using an Administrative Service Organization (ASO)
also attach a commitment letter from the ASO and the ASO’s most
recent year-end Audit, Form 990 and three months Fiscal
Statements)
 Reference letters from at least one funding source.
14. Label (Form 6 ) Affixed to the Sealed Application
If an Applicant is submitting more than one application, then the Applicant only needs to submit items 111 above with any subsequent application accordingly. The Sealed Application Label (Form 6) must be
attached to each sealed application submitted.
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ATTACHMENT B- RATING CRITERIA
Request for Applications Scoring Rubric
Interpretive Guidance
The Request for Applications (RFA) Scoring Rubric provides guidance in evaluating established criteria that
ultimately results in a quality funding recommendation. The intent is for RFA Reviewers to be thorough and
inclusive when reviewing materials/activities relevant for proposal consideration. Activities include (but are not
limited to):







Reviewing and assessing written proposals
Reviewing existing JWB on-site information (if applicable)
Reviewing written materials submitted by non-JWB agencies (if applicable)
Conducting site reviews
Conducting Board/staff interviews
Using professional judgment*
*Professional judgment - Coming to a reasoned decision using special knowledge, experience,
and information either included or absent from the written Application.

In rendering a recommendation, strong consideration must be given to the Application(s) that best support the
primary intent as established in the RFA. The scoring rubric is a precursory document intended to assist reviewers
in the evaluation of applications; however, it is not the sole measure, nor the working document for establishing
Review Team ranking of applications. The electronic spreadsheet developed by the Review Team in a public
meeting shall be the working document. The collective content of key elements must be considered in the decisionmaking process. These elements include: the quality and level of experience and capability in administering and
implementing proposed services; a well-designed methodology containing a logical flow of proposed activities
and projected outcomes; and overall fiscal capacity and resources to implement and sustain services. The
organization of information and style of communication may vary by agency; however, the intent of a thorough
review is to identify whether all relevant information has been adequately provided even if a certain response is
not provided in a designated section of the RFA.
All items are incrementally rated on a 0-5 scale
Score of 0:

The question was not answered. Reviewer was unable to discern critical elements in support of the
question.

Score of 1-2: The answer to the question was incomplete. The response provided inadequate information or was poorly
stated. Responses tended to restate information contained in the RFA without adding any additional
detail.
Score of 3-4: The answer to the question was clear and adequately detailed. Some of the elements need further
development or strengthening. The response was somewhat consistent with the intent of the RFA.

Score of 5:

The response to the question was comprehensive and specifically detailed. The response was clear and
consistent with the RFA intent. Essential detail was provided to discern competent administrative/service
delivery/functioning.
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3.4 Alignment to JWB Strategic Focus Area
To what extent does the new, enhanced, and/or expanded program align with the identified JWB’s Strategic
Focus Area?
10 points maximum
Subtotal
3.5. Need Justification
How well does the application justify the need for the request, avoiding unnecessary duplication and
overlapping services?
How well is the need justified, based on the information presented and the method(s) used to gather the
information?
15 points maximum

Subtotal

3.6. Program Description
3.6.1 How well does the applicant describe the request?
How well does the request address the stated need?
Was sufficient evidence provided to demonstrate that this request will have positive benefits
for children and families?
If applicable, did the application successfully engage in community partnerships or other multi-agency
agreements that facilitate the delivery of proposed new, enhanced, expanded services?
If applicable, how much does the described partnerships/collaboration enhance the outcomes of
service delivery?
How well does the applicant gauge and propose the benefit of community partnerships or multiagency agreements to deliver the service?
3.6.2. How well does the application describe the new, enhanced, and/or expanded program’s underlying
theory or philosophy of change?
3.6.3. Is the described dosage (frequency, duration, and length of service) sufficient to achieve the
desired outcomes; are the ratios adequate; and is the criteria for successful completion wellarticulated and measurable?
3.6.4. To what degree are program operations: service setting (classroom or home); days & hours
of operation; and transportation optimal for the described program? How well is access to
services provided for?
25 points maximum
Subtotal
3.7. Participants
3.7.1 How well defined is the eligibility criteria (inclusion and exclusion)? How well is the
eligibility criteria tied to the unmet need?
3.7.2 How well does the application describe the outreach, recruitment and enrollment/intake
process of the new, enhanced, and/or expanded program? Does the outreach and recruitment
process effectively reach their target population?
10 points maximum
Subtotal
3.8. Evaluation & Outcomes
How well do the proposed outcome(s) contribute to results within the identified strategic focus area(s)? (Form
3 is completed and attached)
To what extent are the expected outcomes achievable given the proposed dosage (frequency, duration, length
of service) in the program description? Are the ratios adequate?
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Is the criteria for successful completion well-articulated and measurable?
If the request is for a New Program, to what extent are the priority outcomes in alignment with the proposed
theory of change?
If the request is for expanded and/or enhanced programming, does the request have a clear added benefit to
participants?
15 points maximum
Subtotal
3.9 Organizational Structure and Agency Capacity
3.9.1. Based on the description provided, is the organizational structure and capacity adequate to
deliver the program services effectively? Is the staffing model provided adequate to deliver the
program services effectively?
3.9.2. Based on the documents provided, how well has the applicant demonstrated fiscal stability?
5 points maximum
Subtotal
3.10. Implementation Plan
Is the implementation plan sufficiently detailed, feasible, and realistic to effectively deliver the proposed
services?
5 points maximum
Subtotal
3.11. Budget And Budget Narrative
Is the budget mathematically accurate?
Is the budget complete, balanced, and comprehensive and are all costs allowable?
Within the Narrative, does the applicant sufficiently describe and justify the costs associated with
the proposed program?
10 points maximum
Subtotal
3.12 Preference Points
How effective have the applicant’s recent efforts been (within the last 12 months):
1) To secure other funding and/or resources in support of the proposed program?
2) To establish partnerships with other organizations to provide resources or support to the
requested program?
5 points maximum
Subtotal
Scoring Summary
3.4 Alignment to JWB Strategic Focus Area (10 maximum points)
3.5. Need Justification (15 maximum points)
3.6. Program Description (25 maximum points)
3.7. Participants (10 maximum points)
3.8. Evaluation & Outcomes (15 maximum points)
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3.9. Organizational Structure and Agency Capacity (5 maximum points)
3.10. Implementation Plan (5 maximum points)
3.11. Budget & Budget Narrative (10 maximum points)
3.12 Preference Points (5 maximum points)
Total Points (maximum of 100 points)
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ATTACHMENT C- TABLE OF RELATIONSHIP STRUCTURES
Note: This can be used as a guide to describe relationships (Section 3.6.1).
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ATTACHMENT D- HIGH RISK AREAS BY ZIP CODE
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FORM 1 – AGENCY INFORMATION
Legal Name of Applicant: __________________________________________________________________
Mailing Address: _________________________________________________________________________
Executive Director/CEO:
Name: _________________________________________________________________________________
Email: _________________________________________ Phone: ________________________________
Contact Person for this Application:
Name: _________________________________________________________________________________
Title: _____________________________________________ Phone: ______________________________
Email: ___________________________________________ Fax: ________________________________
Federal Tax Identification Number: _______________________ Web Address: ______________________
List Total Annual Agency Operating Budget for Last Three Fiscal Years:
2012 $_______________________
2013 $ _______________________
2014 $ _______________________
Name & Contact Information of Fiscal Agent/Administrative Services Organization, if applicable:
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Program Information
Program Name: _____________________________________________
___ New Program
___ Not currently funded by JWB
___ Not currently offered in Pinellas County
___ Enhanced Program
___Expanded Program
Services are primarily designed to address the following JWB Strategic Focus Area:
___ School Readiness
JWB New Programming/Service Expansion or Enhancement RFA
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___ School Success
___ Prevention of Child Abuse and Neglect
Services will be primarily provided in the following high risk zones:
___ High Risk Zone 1 ___ Number of participants anticipated to be served annually
___ High Risk Zone 2 ___ Number of participants anticipated to be served annually
___ High Risk Zone 3 ___ Number of participants anticipated to be served annually
___ High Risk Zone 4 ___ Number of participants anticipated to be served annually
___ High Risk Zone 5 ___ Number of participants anticipated to be served annually
Average per participant cost to JWB: $____________ (show calculation)
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FORM 2 – AGENCY CERTIFICATION
To comply with Application requirements of the Juvenile Welfare Board,
certifies:
(Legal agency name)

1) That the agency is a governmental agency or a not-for-profit corporation registered with the Office of the
Secretary of the State of Florida, holds a valid IRS certificate 501(c)(3) and maintains articles of incorporation,
agency by-laws, and all legally required licenses;
2) That the agency serves children and youth below the age of 18. List the total number of Pinellas participants
served by the agency in the prior fiscal year____________ and the total number of Pinellas participants under
the age of 18 served by the agency in the prior fiscal year ______________________________;
3) That the Application has been signed by the appropriate principal of the firm;
4) That the agency will negotiate, if deemed necessary by the Juvenile Welfare Board, the reasonable refinement
of service levels, objectives, methodology, procedures, and budget;
5) That if funding is awarded, that the agency will abide by the General Conditions of an agreement with the
Juvenile Welfare Board;
6) That the budget that is submitted in this Application is a reasonable estimate of the anticipated revenues and
expenditures for the activities proposed;
7) That the budget that is submitted does not use JWB funds to supplant other sources of revenue;
8) That the agency is not under the exclusive jurisdiction of the public school system; and
9) That the agency is in compliance with all applicable federal, state, and local law.

The applicant acknowledges that the above information is true and that if any of the information contained
within is found to be false, that may result in program funds, if allocated, being withdrawn, reallocated, or
delayed.

Print Name

Title

Signature of Authorized Individual

Date
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FORM 3 – EVALUATION PLAN MATRIX

JWB recognizes that applications under this RFA can range from entirely new programs to expansions and/or enhancements of existing programs. List the three (3)
most important outcomes of the current or proposed program. Definitions for items in this section are below.
JWB recognizes that applications under this RFA can range from entirely new programs to expansions and/or enhancements of existing programs. The purpose of this form is to
the three (3) most important outcomes of the current or proposed program. Definitions for items in this section are below.
Expected
Program/Services
Outcome

Program
Component or
Service

Number of persons Specific Measure(s)
to be Served
& Data Source(s)

Method of Data
Collection

Frequency of Data
Collection

Increased understanding of e.g., Media-Smart
media’s influence on
Youth Curriculum
individual decisions

25 Youth receive the Media-Smart Youth
curriculum
Survey (youth selfreport)

Pre Survey – before
curriculum
implementation by
teacher

Twice a year and/or as
needed

Improved parenting skills

35 home visits (1
Adult Adolescent
Pre Survey – at first
home visit to 35 new Parenting Inventory home visit by home
mothers)
(AAPI-2) completed visitor
by new mothers

Twice a year and/or as
needed

e.g. Home visitation

80% of youth will demonstrat
increased scores from pre- to
post-survey which reflects
increased understanding of
media’s influence
Post Survey – after curriculum completion by teacher

Post Survey – at last home visit by home visitor
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85% of parents will demonstra
increased parenting skills in a
parenting domains from pre- t
post- survey

Definitions
Program component – The program activity or service. Examples: case management, workshop, parent engagement.
Expected program/services outcome – The intended short term outcome of the component, such as increased knowledge, changed attitude, or behavior.
Specific measures & data sources –(a) The tool that is used to collect data in order to measure progress towards expected outcome; (b) who the data is gathered from.
Method of data collection - How the data is being collected and by whom.
Frequency of data collection – How often the data is collected to measure the component objective.
Benchmarks – The goal or progress that is hoped to be achieved by the program component or service.
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FORM 4 A – JWB PROGRAM BUDGET WORKSHEET INSTRUCTIONS

JWB Program Budget Worksheet Instructions
General Information
There are three budget worksheets that must be completed in EXCEL.
Each application will contain Form 4 B: Operating Budget, Form 4 C: Salary & Fringe Budget,
and Form 4 D: Other Funding.
The budget worksheets are protected to only allow data entry in the required cells.
Please enter the Organization name, fiscal year, and Program in the appropriate cell on each
worksheet.
The cells that have a red triangle in the upper right corner contain explanations for the
column cells they reference. To read the comments please move your mouse over the cell.

Form 4 B
The total program expenses should be entered into the Form 4 B worksheet tab.
For each applicable GL subcategory, a "Total JWB Budget" amount and a "Total Program
Budget" amount must be filled out. GL subcategories with JWB funding only will have the
same formula and amount in each cell (Total Program and Total JWB). For GL subcategories
with other program funding, the "Total Program Budget" will be greater than the "Total JWB
Budget" amount. These totals should correspond to the "Program Narrative" description and
amounts. (SALARY AND FRINGE amounts are tied to the totals in the "Salary-Fringe" tab as
noted in the cell comments)
Please use the "Program Narrative" cells in the "Form 4 B" tab to enter a detailed description
including amounts for each GL Subcategory (Some GL Subcategories may be "0")
An example of an acceptable program narrative for Utilities is: Utilities expenses are
estimated at $350/month x 12 months for electricity; $30/month x 12 months for waste
services; $100/month x 12 months for water. Estimates based on prior year actuals. Total
Utilities = ((350 x 12)+(30 x 12)+(100 x 12)) = $5,760. JWB portion of utilities is 50% total cost =
$5,750 x 50% = $2,875.

Form 4 C
Salary and fringe amounts for each position should be entered into the "Form 4 C" worksheet
tab. Enter all JWB funded and non-JWB funded positions and amounts. The total JWB and
total program salary and benefit amounts from this worksheet will automatically populate the
"Form 4 B" worksheet. (Each column has a comment with explanations/examples, if needed)

Form 4 D
All other program funding must be entered into the "Form 4 D" worksheet tab. Enter the
funder name/type, amount and a narrative. The total of other program funding from this tab
will automatically be added to the total JWB Allocation in the "Form 4 B" worksheet and in the
"Total Budget Summary" at the bottom of "Form 4 D" in order to calculate any budget
variances.
At the bottom of "Form 4 D", please enter the "Total JWB Allocation Requested" for the
specified JWB Focus Area.
Final Steps
All budgets, JWB and Total Program, must be balanced showing no variance.
When complete, print entire workbook and submit with the Request For Application.
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FORM 6 – IRS W-9 FORM
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FORM 7 SEALED APPLICATION LABEL
Please affix this label to your sealed Application to identify it as a Sealed Application. Be sure
to include the name of the Agency submitting the Application where requested.

SEALED APPLICATION  DO NOT OPEN

APPLICATION TITLE: NEW PROGRAMMING/SERVICE
EXPANSION OR ENHANCEMENT
DUE DATE/TIME: January 6, 2016 @Noon EST
SUBMITTED BY: _____________________________________
(Name of Agency)
Received by: ______________________________________
Date & Time Received: ______________________________________

Yes/No

JWB Use Only

JWB Staff Initials

Was Fatal Criteria Met?
1. Application Submitted on Time
2. Agency is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit or government
entity at time of submission
3. Application Signed (Form 2)
4. Funding Request meets FY 2015-2016 $50,000
minimum requirement

DELIVER TO: Rod Cyr, Senior Contract Manager &
Procurement Specialist
Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
14155 58th Street North, Suite 100
Clearwater, FL 33756
Please Note:
From time to time, addenda may be issued to this RFA. Any such addenda will be emailed to
all those who requested the RFA. Please remember to acknowledge receipt of any addenda by
signing and returning the document with the Application.
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Board of Directors Meeting
November 12, 2015
Fiscal Year 2014/2015 Accomplishments
Item IV.A.

________________________________________________________________
Recommended Action:
Strategic Plan
Key Result Area:

Information Only
Funding for Results through Programs and Services
Performance Improvement
Collaboration and Partnerships for Community Impact
Increasing Organizational Capacity
Community Awareness of JWB’s Benefit

The attached presentation highlights the work of JWB staff and partners throughout Fiscal Year 2014/2015.
Staff Resource: Lynda Leedy
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NOVEMBER 20, 2014
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Collective
Impact
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Quality Early Learning Initiative
Child Care Worker Certification
Program
Investments
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Collective
Impact
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Community Engagement

Listening Session
Investments

78

7

Community Out-of-School Time

Investments

79

8

80

9

81

System Navigation and Mental
Health

Family Services Initiative
Community Awareness
Investments
82

Hosted and sponsored training for
community conversations

Administrative Forum

83

12

Joined 3 local Chambers of
Commerce
Invited private sector leaders to
Children’s Summit
Increased corporate support for
awards
84

13

Refocusing of IT, Contract Management,
and Finance/Business Services units to
provide the right level of support for Data
Analytics, Program Monitoring, and Long
Term Forecasting
Formed internal writing group resulting in
2 local and 2 national presentations, and
published article
Established internship program with USF
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Board of Directors Meeting
November 12, 2015
Community Engagement
Item IV.B.

________________________________________________________________
Recommended Action:

Information Only

Strategic Plan
Key Result Area:

Collaboration and Partnerships for Community Impact

Ms. April Putzulu, Strategic Communications Manager, will present video created by Mr. Eddie Burch,
Communications and Outreach Coordinator, featuring JWB’s recent community engagement activities.
Staff Resource: April Putzulu
Eddie Burch
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Board of Directors Meeting
November 12, 2015
Executive Director’s Report
Item V.
Recommended Action:

Information Only

Strategic Plan
Key Result Area:

Increasing Organizational Capacity

Dr. Marcie A. Biddleman will present the Executive Director’s Report

Staff Resource: Dr. Marcie Biddleman
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Board of Directors Meeting
November 12, 2015
Annie E. Casey Foundation Grant Policy Brief: A Study of
Student Absenteeism in Pinellas County
Item VI.A.

Recommended Action:

Information Only

Strategic Plan
Key Result Area:

Performance Improvement

The National Neighborhood Indicators Partnership (NNIP) at the Urban Institute launched a three-year crosssite project supported by the Annie E. Casey Foundation (AECF) to expand the relevance of integrated data
systems (IDS) for local policy. An integrated data system is one that collects ongoing individual-level data from
multiple administrative agencies. JWB was awarded one of those grants for its project to use an integrated data
system to study factors related to school absenteeism.
JWB examined the individual, family, school, and neighborhood-level factors that most impact school
absenteeism in Pinellas County. In the 2013/2014 school year, 15,545 students in grades K through 12 (12.0%)
missed 21 days or more of school. This is higher than the state average (9.5%). Individual, family, and home
factors, such as medical illness, behavioral health problems, poverty, parental abuse or neglect, and poor
property conditions can interact with environmental factors, such as a community’s physical conditions or an
unsupportive school setting, to adversely affect a child’s ability to attend school. Compared to those who attend
school regularly, children who frequently miss school have more difficulty with school performance and
academic achievement.
A longitudinal analysis of student absenteeism in Pinellas County using school and other administrative data
was completed by JWB in partnership with the Policy and Services Research and Data Center (PSRDC) at the
University of South Florida, Pinellas County Health and Human Services, and the Pinellas County School
District. Several Listening and Discovery Sessions were then held with community stakeholders to share results
of the study and to provide input into the development of a local policy brief, setting the stage for further action
on this important issue for our community. Recently, the brief was used to inform action under the
Kindergarten Counts Initiative.
The Policy Brief is attached.

Staff Resources: Judith Warren
Denise Groesbeck
Starr Silver
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Chronic absenteeism is typically based
on total school days missed, regardless of whether the absences are excused or unexcused.1 Chronic absenteeism is often defined as missing 10%
or more of school days; this translates
into approximately 18 days in an academic year. The Florida Department
of Education reports the number and
percentage of students who are absent
21 or more days in a school year.
Regardless of the definition of absenteeism or chronic absenteeism used,
in general, students who are frequently absent are less likely to meet academic milestones and are less likely to
89
3

graduate from high school within the
standard four-year time period. Additionally, while all absences are important, unexcused absences appear to
have a particularly negative effect on
school achievement, especially math
achievement.4
In recent years, proportionately more
PCS students have been reported as
absent from school 21 days or more
than students in Florida’s public
schools as a whole. For example, in
Academic Year (AY) 2013-14, there
were 15,545 Pinellas County students
who missed 21 days or more of school.
This represents 12.8% of all K-12
students enrolled in public school. In
contrast, the percentage of students
throughout Florida who were absent
21 days or more of school in AY 201314 was 9.5%.5 PCS has exceeded the
statewide average for students absent
21 days or more for every academic
year for the period 2009-10 through
2013-14.
Given the importance of regular attendance and the current rate of absenteeism in Pinellas County schools,
the Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas
County (JWB) and its partners embarked on a study to explore risk and
protective factors associated with absenteeism.

CURRENT STRATEGIES
TO IMPROVE
ATTENDANCE
PCS has a number of intervention and
prevention programs focused on improving school attendance. The programs are operated by the PCS and by
other not-for-profits, some of which
are funded, in whole or in part, by
JWB. Some programs, such as Child
Study Teams, are required by Florida
statute. Child Study Teams assist students who meet certain criteria, for example having at least five unexcused
absences.6 Referral to this team results
in a series of formal actions including
meetings with the parent(s), changes
to the learning environment, counseling, tutoring, attendance contracts, or
referrals to other services. Ultimately,
legal action can be taken to compel attendance.
PCS believes that actions to mitigate
absences must be timelier than prescribed by the Child Study Teams’
protocols. For this reason, PCS has
implemented several prevention programs, such as Early Classroom Intervention. Teachers are instructed to
call a child’s home after two or three
absences to engage parents in assuring
their child’s attendance at school. For
this program, absence may be defined
as a missed school day or a missed
class, such as when a child misses a
number of math classes.
PCS has recently implemented additional evidence-based programs
to increase attendance. Two of the
programs germane to this study are:
Check and Connect and Project
Aware. Check and Connect 7 seeks to
improve student engagement at school
through a mentoring relationship with
students and parents. Project Aware is
a federal Substance Abuse and Mental
Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) grant awarded to PCS which

provides training to teachers and staff
in ten middle schools to identify and
respond to individuals with mental
illnesses.8 PCS also participates in a
second SAMHSA grant—titled Florida AWARE—which provides four System Navigators to coordinate wraparound services to meet the needs of
students and their families.8 In addition, PCS is engaged in efforts to shift
the use of out-of-school suspensions
to in-school-suspensions in an effort
to keep students connected to their
school.

RISK FACTORS
ASSOCIATED WITH
ABSENTEEISM
There are numerous risk factors that
are associated with increased absenteeism. These factors are best understood using an ecological model that
reflects both the proximal (i.e., individual and family) and distal (i.e.,
school and neighborhood) contexts in
which children live and interact (See
Figure 1). 9 The following narrative
provides a brief review of each domain of influence and its relevance
to this study. With respect to place, to
an overwhelming extent, regardless
of language-defined cultural domain,
“everything is related to everything
else, but near things are more related
than distant things.”10
Student factors associated with ab-

Figure 1. Nested
Absenteeism

Influences

on

senteeism include physical health
conditions, e.g., illness,11,12 asthma,13
chronic pain and headache,14,15 obesity,16 and behavioral health conditions
such as anxiety, mood disorders, and
substance abuse.17
Mental illness impacts absenteeism
and school performance in a negatively reinforcing cycle: the illness affects
cognitive functioning, self-esteem, and
behavior, which in turn affect learning
and teacher or peer interactions. The
more risk factors exist, the more likely
the compounding effect and the more
likely the student will seek to avoid
pain and discomfort by being absent.18
Anxiety and mood disorders can also
result in conditions severe enough to
warrant an involuntary admission to
a crisis facility. Similarly, substance
abuse and absenteeism are intertwined
and can also be related to mental illness. In 2014, 4.9 % of middle school
students and 23.3% of high school students in Pinellas County indicated that
they had used marijuana or hashish in
the last 30 days.19
Socioeconomic status has a significant
effect on school performance. Belfanz
& Byrnes note that: “In a nationally
representative data set, chronic absence in kindergarten is associated
with lower academic performance in
first grade. The impact is two times
greater for students from low-income
families” (p.4). This deficit endures
with the child continuing to show poor
academic achievement in fifth grade
relative to his or her peers.20
Parent factors contributing to absenteeism, like student factors, are
multi-dimensional. A student may live
in a family in which one or more of the
following conditions exist: domestic
violence, substance abuse, mental illness, income insecurity, medical problems, lack of parenting skills, or abuse
and neglect.21-23 As noted in a review
of school absenteeism and school refusal behavior,2 students who are mal-
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treated are more likely to miss school
than their peers.
Parents who are income constrained
or have few social supports may have
difficulty in ensuring that their child
gets to school.22 Absenteeism has also
been associated with cultural factors,
such as a family’s degree of acculturation, expectations of child development, parenting norms, language
barriers, and a suspicion of school administration.24 Lastly, where parents
are physically, mentally, or emotionally unable to care for their children, one
of the children may be called upon to
take on the role of caregiver.25-27
School climate has a moderate but
significantly positive association with
school attendance. Schools with supportive teachers, consistently enforced
attendance policies, have a welcoming climate, and have high expectations for student achievement are
more likely to have higher attendance
rates.28 Two school factors that have a
negative impact on school climate are
larger class and school size29 and bullying.30 Schools in impoverished communities suffer from high levels of unemployment, high teacher migration,
and low educational achievement.31
Community or neighborhood conditions manifest as social, environmental, geographic, and/or institutional
influences. Studies have shown that
chronic absenteeism strongly corresponds with areas where deep poverty
is most entrenched in students’ lives.32
Environmental variances appear to
produce marked differentials in physical and behavioral health. There are
vast differences in exposure to violence across neighborhoods, and this
undoubtedly produces important and
durable psychological consequences
for children.
A recent report1 shows that half of all
chronically absent students in Florida
(52%) were concentrated in only 15 %

of the schools, and between one-quarter and one-third of all chronically
absent students (29 %) were concentrated in only 5 % of schools. The authors state: “the primary characteristic
of students who miss lots of school is
that they live in or near poverty.”1
When examining factors that impact
school outcomes, it is evident that
spatial relationships exist at both the
school and neighborhood level. To a
great extent, characteristics of schools
and communities are intrinsically related. It is important that efforts to
address absenteeism not only identify
factors intrinsic to the school, such as
school climate, but neighborhood contexts as well.

METHODS
Analyses were conducted to address
the following research questions:
1. Which domains have the greatest
influence on absenteeism: child,
parent and family, school or community?
2. Which variables in each domain
are the greatest contributors to absenteeism?
3. Is there a temporal relationship
between factors that contribute to
absenteeism and episodes of absenteeism?
4. Are there clusters of absentee students in at-risk neighborhoods? If
so, why?
The PCS Research and Accountability Department provided a custom data
set containing information on a cohort
of students who attended a Pinellas
County school beginning in kindergarten in AY 2004-05 and continuing
through the end of eighth grade (AY
2012-13). These data, together with
additional student and parent information from JWB’s Integrated Data System (IDS) were then matched to data at

the Policy and Services Research Data
Center (PSRDC) at the University of
South Florida (USF). PSRDC data
included information from Medicaid,
Emergency Health Services, and the
Departments of Juvenile Justice, Corrections, Law Enforcement, Substance
Abuse and Mental Health, and Child
Welfare. Students and parents were
linked across all data systems using
The Link King.33 A full list of student,
parent and school variables are listed
in the Technical Appendix.
The Child Opportunity Index (COI)
Score methodology34 was used to establish a measure of relative opportunity across all Pinellas County census
tracts. The Child Opportunity Index
captures three domains of neighborhood opportunity: educational, health
and environmental, and social and
economic opportunities. All scales
range from one to five, with five indicating greater opportunity. The Educational domain score consists of eight
variables: the percentage of adults
age 25 and older with a college education beyond high school; the percentage of students receiving free or
reduced-price lunches; rates of fourth
grade reading and math proficiency;
the ratio of the number of children
(three years and older) attending preschool or nursery school to the total
number of three- and four-year-olds
in the census tract; high school graduation rate; number of high-quality
early childhood education providers;
and proximity to early childhood education centers of any type. The Health
and Environmental domain score is
made up of six variables: retail healthy
food index; proximity to toxic waste
release sites; volume of nearby toxic
release; proximity to parks and open
spaces; housing vacancy rates; and
proximity to health care facilities. The
Social and Economic domain score is
comprised of five variables: rates of
neighborhood foreclosure; poverty;
unemployment; public assistance; and
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proximity to employment.
Advanced statistical modeling
(i.e., latent growth curve) was then
used to examine the effects of child,
parent, school, and community characteristics on student absenteeism
using Mplus 7.1135. Six models were
built reflecting the two types of absences (i.e., excused and unexcused)
and three types of contexts:
1) Child Opportunity Index;34
2) elementary school factors; and
3) middle school factors.

RESULTS
There were 9,288 children registered
in kindergarten for the Academic Year
(AY) 2004-05 in Pinellas County
schools; 6,169 students comprised the
study cohort; that is, they were present
in AY 2004-05 and AY 2012-13 and
at least one year between those years;
5,555 were present for all nine years.
The cohort was 51.2% male; 60.4%
White, 20.1% African-American,
19.5% other race; and 9.6% Hispanic.
There were some significant differences between the demographics of
the total children registered for kindergarten in AY 2004-05 and the students
remaining in the study cohort, with the
latter including more African-Americans that the overall student population, 20.1% versus 17.8%, respectively, X2=13.43, p < .001. However, the
magnitude of this difference should
not impact the interpretation of results.
Logistic Regression was conducted to
verify there was indeed a relationship
of absenteeism and academic achievement prior to moving on with further
analyses. Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test (FCAT; FCAT 2.0 in
later years) Math and Reading Sunshine State Standard scores were used
to demonstrate a relationship between
absences and achievement (odds ratio = 0.95, p < .001). In other words,
students with higher absenteeism rates

Figure 2. Student Absenteeism

had lower scores in Reading and Math
as measured by the FCAT and FCAT
2.0.
Models were created by first looking
at the association between each predictor and absenteeism (i.e., bivariate
relationships). Predictors showing
significant associations with absences were then added to the models and
goodness of fit (i.e., how well the model fits the observations) were assessed.
All six models showed good fit as indicated by the Steiger-Lind root mean
square error of approximation36 and
the Bentler comparative fit index.37

Note: In the interest of making this
paper more widely accessible, only
the summary of the key finding are
presented here. Table 1: Variables
Used in the Study and Table 2: Relationship Between Proximal Predictors and Unexcused Absences are
provided in Appendix A. Complete
results from the statistical modeling
are available from the Juvenile Welfare Board upon request.
While any absence is significant, this
study looks at excused and unexcused
absences separately to see if the type
of absence was influenced by different factors. The analyses verifies that
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assumption. Results for both types of
absences are presented here, although
an emphasis is put on presenting data
about unexcused absences as those
tend to be most problematic.
Unexcused Absences: Student demographics were associated with unexcused absenteeism. Being a child who
is old for the grade, a proxy for retention, positively predicted levels of unexcused absenteeism, whereas minority status had an inverse association,
that is, predicted a decreased number
of unexcused absences over time.
Other child characteristics, such as
higher number of maltreatment investigations, eligibility for free/reduced
lunch, positive medical history, and
use of emergency medical services
were associated with higher number
of unexcused absences; however, only
eligibility for free/reduced lunch was a
significant predictor of an increase in
unexcused absences over time. A history of involuntary mental health examinations and receipt of JWB funded
services were associated with lower
number of unexcused absences initially, but were related to an increased
number of unexcused absences over
time. Among parental characteristics,
only severe mental illness was associated with higher number of unexcused absences; no effect on changes
of unexcused absenteeism over time
was observed. Child substance abuse
problems and history of involuntary
mental health examinations were the
strongest predictors of increased number of unexcused absences over time.
The distribution of unexcused absences in days by census tract is displayed
in Figure 2.
The overall Child Opportunity Index
Score was negatively associated with
unexcused absenteeism. That is, lower
Child Opportunity Index scores were
associated higher number of unexcused absences. However, it was not
associated with changes in the num-

ber of unexcused absences over time.
The Education Opportunity (Figure 3)
and Social and Economic Opportunity
(Figure 4) domain scores were related
to higher numbers of unexcused absences. Both domain scores were also
found to be a significant predictor of
increases in absences over time.
Of all elementary school characteristics included in the final model, only
the average number of out-of-school
suspensions and the average number
of students with out-of-school suspensions were associated with unexcused
absenteeism. Lower average number
of out-of-school suspensions across
schools was a significant predictor of
higher number of unexcused absences.
Conversely, higher average number of
students with out-of-school suspensions across schools was associated
with higher number of unexcused absences. These factors, however, had
no effect on changes in the number
of unexcused absences over time. For
middle schools, none of the contextual
variables used in this study were significantly associated with unexcused
absences.
Excused Absences: In contrast to
the findings in bivariate associations,
male gender predicted a lower number
of excused absences. Similarly, minority status had an inverse association, that is, predicted a lower number
of excused absences and a decrease in
the number of excused absences over
time.
Other child characteristics, such as
presence of developmental delays,
having a disability, higher number of
doctor visits, higher number of days
spent in the hospital, use of emergency medical services and riding
a school bus were associated with
higher number of excused absences;
however, only riding a school bus and
presence of a developmental delay
diagnosis were significant predictors
of decreased excused absences over

time. Receipt of JWB funded services
was associated with lower number of
excused absences initially and was related to increased number of excused
absences over time. Among parental
characteristics, only higher number of
days spent in a hospital was predictive of higher number of excused absences. The number of days a parent
spent in a hospital was not related to
any changes in excused absences for
a student over time. The distribution
of excused absences in days by census
tract depicts a very different pattern
than Figure 2. Excused absences tend
to cluster in areas of greater affluence.
When community characteristics
were examined, only the Educational
Opportunity domain score was found
to be significantly associated with
excused absenteeism. Specifically,
higher educational opportunity scores
related to higher numbers of excused
absences. However, higher educational opportunity scores were not associated with changes in absences over
time.
Of the elementary school characteristics included in the final model, only
the average number of students in a
school was associated with excused
absenteeism. Lower average number
of students in a school was a significant predictor of higher number of excused absences; however, this variable
did not have any effect on changes in
the number of excused absences over
time. No significant associations were
found for middle school characteristics and excused absences.
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Figure 3. Education Opportunity Domain Map:
Unexcused

CONCLUSIONS
AND POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS
Overall results suggests that where
a student lives has a profound effect
on factors associated with absenteeism. In addition, factors proximal to
the student, especially mental health
issues, showed a significant impact
on the number of absences. Many
parental factors also support the association of proximal influences and
absenteeism. There was little support,
however, for school context impacting
absenteeism.
There are some factors, however, that
may influence why there was little
support for school context on absenteeism in this study. Some variables
were not readily available at the school
level. For example, out-of-school sus-

Figure 4. Social and Economic Opportunity Domain Map:
Unexcused

pensions were used as a proxy for the
prevalence of bullying and other behavioral issues manifesting in schools.
More specific measures may have
yielded stronger associations between
school context and absenteeism.
Results strongly support prevention
and intervention strategies that include a place-based strategy, one that
cuts across all domains contributing to
absenteeism, from proximal to distal.
Three Listening and Discovery Sessions were held with local stakeholders to share the results of the study, vet
the findings, and solicit input for policy recommendations. This resulted in
the following recommendations:

Issue #1 - Shared Data Systems:
Integrated Data Systems (IDS) link
together data on individuals across
administrative data sets, while simultaneously protecting privacy. They
can provide holistic views of individual experiences within and across
different service systems over time.
Their primary purpose is to provide a
more complete view of how services
or combinations of services can help
clients and residents. To learn more
about IDS systems and how our community can benefit from a more robust
system, see University of Pennsylvania’s Actionable Intelligence for Social Policy.38
POLICY RECOMMENDATION:
Both USF and JWB have IDS backbones; however, challenges encountered during this study have illustrated the need to more rigorously
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pursue a Pinellas system-wide IDS.
Although some of the data were
linked at PSRDC, many data sets
required extensive work to acquire
and code. It is recommended that the
Administrative Forum of the Health
and Behavioral Health Leadership
Board establish a team to develop a
set of critically important variables
that would be linked as data became
available and a mechanism to establish a Pinellas system-wide IDS that
would provide our community with
information, reported at an aggregate level, to inform systems planning.
Issue #2 - Socioeconomic Child
Opportunity: National research indicates a strong link between attendance, school performance and low
income status.4,39-43 As discussed in
this policy brief, low income students
are more likely than higher income
students to be impacted by adverse
conditions in their families, their
schools, and their communities.44 A
recent study by the National Bureau
of Economic Research45 solidified this
link, finding that moving to a higher
income neighborhood before the age
of 13 had a significant impact on a
child’s future college attendance and
earnings. The Socioeconomic Child
Opportunity Map identifies Pinellas
County census tracts in red that have
high rates of foreclosures, poverty,
unemployment and large numbers of
the population on public assistance.
These places correspond to previously
identified at-risk areas in the Pinellas
County report, The Economic Impact
of Poverty produced in May 2012.46
POLICY RECOMMENDATION:
We encourage public-private partnerships that are working to improve housing, transportation, and
economic development to continue
their efforts. It will continue to take
the collective action of many groups
working together to change the trajectory for these communities and

the children who live in them. Efforts by local faith-based and neighborhood groups can be replicated in
other parts of the county. An example is the Florida Dream Center’s
Adopt-A-Block program,47 in which
faith-based groups go door-to-door
on a weekly basis in the Lealman
corridor to assist residents, form
relationships and build trust while
growing their volunteer corps. This
community has experienced the
transformative power of an engaged
citizenry.
Issue #3 - Educational Child Opportunity: The Educational Child Opportunity domain was found to be significant in predicting student absences
over time. The recommendations in
this section are targeted toward impacting factors addressed by that domain.
Issue #3 (a) - High Quality Early
Education: A number of studies have
suggested that the benefits of exposure
to a quality early learning environment can have moderate to long-term
benefits on a child’s cognitive and social development.48
POLICY RECOMMENDATION:
The community should continue
to support quality early learning
and development programs and
efforts already underway. For example, the Early Learning Coalition of Pinellas County is offering
technical assistance and coaching
for quality improvement, financial
incentives, career advice educational scholarships, training and wage
supplements to help early learning
centers achieve accreditation and
re-accreditation. Non-profit providers such as the R’Club Child Care,
Inc. provide quality early learning
and development programs. It also
is important to continue to educate
the community about the value of
quality early childhood education.
The Early Learning Coalition aims

to increase access to high-quality
early childhood education settings
for children living in areas of low
educational opportunity, as identified in the Educational Opportunity
domain.
Issue #3 (b) - School Age: Research
suggests—and our study confirms—
that absences follow a U-shaped pattern with high absenteeism beginning
in kindergarten then gradually diminishing through third grade before it
begins its gradual climb again starting
in fifth grade.1 Research also indicates
that children who are chronically absent in kindergarten are more likely to
have higher absences throughout their
educational experience20,49 This suggests that there are discrete periods of
time for optimal interventions.49
POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS:
There are a number of recommendations designed to strengthen
school engagement broken down
below by grade level:
i. Kindergarten through Third
Grade: Engage the community in
supporting the Pinellas Campaign
for Grade-Level Reading, which emphasizes school readiness, school
attendance,
reducing
summer
learning loss, family engagement,
and reading proficiently by third
grade.50 Families who live in areas
of low educational opportunity as
identified in the Educational Opportunity domain could be the focus
for these engagement efforts. As the
Campaign focuses on children ages
birth to third grade, and studies
find that absenteeism begins to rise
in fifth grade, it could be useful to
develop strategies to improve attendance among older students (beginning in fourth grade and higher)
separately from the activities of the
Pinellas Campaign.
ii. Kindergarten: Interventions
should focus on educating parents
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about the importance of attendance
as early as Voluntary Prekindergarten (VPK) or kindergarten. Participants in the Listening and Discovery
Sessions suggested using the Pinellas County Schools’ Parent Engagement app to deliver messages related to attendance, such as the rules
about tardiness and absences.
iii. Kindergarten: Stronger coordination among early learning and
kindergarten teachers can ease
young children’s transition from
preschool to kindergarten. In the
Listening and Discovery Sessions,
Early Childhood Education providers indicated that they often have
strong relationships with children
and their families, due to low child
to staff ratios. These providers stated they would like to be available to
support the family as the child transitions into kindergarten. An outcome of this Listening and Discovery Session was a suggestion by the
school system to have parents complete the school system’s consent
form. This will facilitate communication among preschool and kindergarten teachers and help facilitate a
smoother transition for young children entering kindergarten. Early
Childhood Education providers can
continue to promote the importance
of attendance in the early years and
explore this opportunity to foster
stronger parent-school linkages.
iv. Elementary and Middle School:
Neighborhood Family Centers
(NFCs) are placed-based and generally located in areas characterized by relatively low educational
opportunity. NFC staff provide after-school programming and other
literacy-based activities to children
who attend these centers. Currently, efforts of the NFCs are focused
on students’ school grades. During
a Listening and Discovery Session,
the NFC Executive Directors indi-

cated they would be willing to work
with families to improve attendance
as well, if they can get timely access
to information about students’ absences. Increasing staff’s knowledge
about students’ performance can
strengthen an already positive relationship of the NFCs with the school
system that ultimately, benefits students and our community.
Issue #4 - Minority Status: As noted in the results section, being African-American or Hispanic is associated with higher levels of unexcused
absences but lower levels of excused
absences. This dichotomy in attendance patterns bears further examination. Several explanations for the
finding about minority status were suggested by stakeholders during the Listening and Discovery Sessions. These
ideas included issues of acculturation
among Hispanic families, such as
parents being unaware of the rules regarding attendance and expectations
of older children to provide care for
younger children, based on parents’
own upbringing. Explanations related
to African-American children in the
Listening and Discovery Sessions generally related to the recent past history
of African-American parents with the
educational system. As an example,
one African-American speaker stated
that many African-American parents
themselves had a negative school experience. The Tarpon Springs area of
Pinellas County is moving to introduce a trauma-informed philosophy in
its schools as one vehicle for mitigating this history.
POLICY RECOMMENDATION:
While solutions across cultures
might vary, the issue of why communities with higher concentrations
of minorities are at higher risk for
school absences should be explored
further to develop concrete, culturally competent plans for engaging
Hispanic and African-American
parents and caregivers with the

schools their children attend.
Issue #5 - Juvenile Welfare Board
of Pinellas County: Participation in
JWB funded services was associated
with a change in the number of absences over time. This result suggests
that JWB funded programs are, in
fact, reaching children who are most
in need of their services. It also means
that JWB funded providers have an
opportunity to reinforce, with children
and their caregivers, the value of attending school every day. In addition,
JWB hosts Communities of Learning,
which bring together practitioners
from funded programs who share an
interest in common issues. JWB can
cross-pollinate the topic of school attendance and the findings of this study
within these Learning Communities
to develop very direct strategies that
will improve school attendance and
enhance the programs it funds. Involvement with the child welfare and
juvenile justice systems were also
significant predictors of unexcused
absences. Again, to the extent that
JWB funds services that touch those
systems or in their role as a leader and
advocate for children, JWB can bring
attention to the need to have children
regularly in school.
POLICY RECOMMENDATION:
Evaluate interventions that JWB
funded programs could implement
collectively to improve student attendance and engagement, particularly those programs that are associated with children in the juvenile
justice and child welfare systems.
Issue #6 - Mental Health and Substance Abuse: Our analysis showed
that mental health concerns—particularly those rising to the level that
required an involuntary admission to
a hospital—pose a significant risk to
school attendance and performance.
The literature confirmed these findings.51 Recognizing the mental health
needs of its students, PCS recently
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sought and received two SAMHSA
grants mentioned in a previous section.
POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS:
There are two recommendations:
i. Universal Screening: Universal
screening is being conducted in ten
middle schools for sixth through
eighth-grade students, funded by a
SAMHSA grant—this is an initial
step toward systematic early identification of mental health and substance abuse problems. Research
shows that school absenteeism starts
to accelerate as early as fifth grade;
however, it might be beneficial to
provide this screening at a younger
age. Once children are identified as
having a mental health or substance
abuse issue, it is important to ensure
that interventions are available.
ii. Capacity: JWB should complete
a review of the capacity of its children’s mental health system to meet
the existing needs and where possible, expand treatment options for
children.
Issue #7 - Educating and Engaging
Parents and other Caregivers: In
the Listening and Discovery Sessions,
stakeholders stated that many parents
may not fully understand the school
system’s attendance rules. Stakeholders also spoke about the relationship
between the teacher and the parent,
stating that parents need to hear from
the teacher when student behavior and
academics are going well, so that there
is a relationship already established
should challenges arise. PCS has implemented a number of initiatives,
such as the Early Classroom Intervention program and other grant-funded
prevention programs which are designed to foster increased positive engagement among teachers and parents,
and a deeper sense of connection of
students and their schools.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS:
There are two recommendations:
i. Parental Engagement: PCS has
undertaken a districtwide effort to
strengthen its parental engagement
and education. These efforts can be
enhanced by a greater level of community support, such as through
the Early Readers, Future Leaders:
Pinellas Campaign for Grade-Level
Reading, which focuses on family
engagement as one of its key areas.
One stakeholder suggested that the
Parent Engagement app supported
by PCS could be developed to provide information to parents about
the importance of attendance, as
well as information about attendance rules.
ii. Discipline: This report recognizes the efforts of PCS and encourages
its continued work to use in-school
suspensions instead of out-of-school
suspensions.
iii. Taking Promising Practices to
Scale: Lastly, to the extent that the
current grant-funded initiatives
show positive results, it could be
worthwhile to take these programs
to scale within PCS, particularly
targeting the years where children
are at risk of increased absences.
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APPENDIX A
Table 1: Variables Used in the Study
Number of Unexcused Absences

Involvement in the child welfare system

Number of Excused Absences

Involvement in the health and human services system

FCAT (Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test) Math

Receipt of JWB funded services

FCAT (Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test) Reading

Involvement with the juvenile justice system

Individual Level Predictors (Student/Parent)

Involvement with the criminal justice system
Involvement with the justice system overall

Student Characteristics
		Gender

Parent Characteristics

		Age

		

Arrest for child abuse

		Black*

Severe mental illness diagnosis

		Other race*

Chronic illness diagnosis

		Hispanic ethnicity*

Substance abuse service/diagnosis
The number of days in the hospital

Behavioral health diagnosis
Substance abuse

The number of doctor visits

Presence of emotional disturbance

Death of at least one (1) parent

		

Attention deficit disorder with hyperactivity

Domestic violence history

		

Conduct disorder

Involvement with the justice system

		

Developmental delays

		
			

Incarceration
Elementary School Level Predictors

		

History of involuntary mental health examinations

		

Student outpatient doctor visits

Percent of minorities

		

Student inpatient days

Average grade

		

At least one (1) year with disability

Percent of students eligible for free or reduced lunch

		

Chronic illness diagnosis

Title I elementary school

		

Presence of asthma

Number of out-of-school suspensions

		

Positive medical history

		

Use of emergency medical system

		

Number of child maltreatment reports

Percent of minorities

		

Number of verified maltreatment reports

Percent of students eligible for free or reduced lunch

		

Most serious type of maltreatment**

Number of students with suspensions

			

Abuse

			

Neglect

Number of students with out-of-school suspensions
Middle School Level Predictors

Number of students in a school
Community Level Predictors

Loss of a caregiver

Child Opportunity Index

Student involvement in domestic violence

Education opportunity domain

Number of parents/caregivers

Health/environmental domain
Social/economic domain

Number of resident addresses
Number of schools attended

*Caucasian was used as a reference category.

Eligibility for free or reduced lunch

**Threatened harm was used as a reference category.

Riding a school bus at least one year
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APPENDIX A
Table 2. Relationship Between Proximal Predictors and Unexcused Absences
Proximal Predictors (S = Student; P = Parent)

Level

Change

Gender (male)(S)

0.07

0.05

Age (S)

0.60*

0.12*

Black

3.84*

-0.23*

Hispanic (S)

1.30*

-0.18*

Other (S)

1.02*

-0.13*

Substance abuse (S)

1.23

1.24*

Emotional disturbance (S)

2.87*

0.12*

ADHD (S)

2.37*

0.27*

Conduct disorder (S)

3.93*

0.24*

Developmental delays (S)

3.49*

-0.04

Involuntary mental health examinations (S)

0.55

0.99*

Outpatient doctor visits (S)

0.06*

0.00

Inpatient days (physical health only) (S)

0.08*

-0.01

At least one (1) year with disability (S)

1.55*

-0.03

Chronic illness diagnosis (S)

2.31*

0.00

Presence of asthma (S)

3.03*

-0.04

Positive medical history (S)

3.32*

0.02

Use of emergency medical services (S)

2.94*

0.18*

Number of child maltreatment reports (S)

0.92*

0.07*

Number of verified maltreatment reports (S)

0.97*

0.07*

Type of maltreatment - Abuse (S)

2.14*

0.12*

Type of maltreatment - Neglect (S)

4.14*

-0.02

Loss of a caregiver (S)

1.57

-0.57

Domestic violence (S)

5.15*

0.27*

Number of parents/caregivers (S)

0.93*

0.03*

Number of resident addresses (S)

1.22*

0.00

Number of schools attended (S)

1.17*

0.01

Eligibility for free or reduced lunch (S)

3.09*

0.07*

Riding a school bus at least one year (S)

2.22*

0.00

Involvement in child welfare system

2.84*

0.13*

Involvement in health/human services (S)

3.10*

0.04

Juvenile justice system (S)

2.96*

0.71*

Criminal justice system (S)

1.31

0.58*

Juvenile Welfare Board (S)

0.80*

0.08*

Justice system overall (S)

2.81*

0.69*

Arrest for child abuse (P)

4.07*

0.58*

Severe mental illness diagnosis (P)

4.35*

0.31*

Chronic illness diagnosis (P)

4.44*

0.11

Substance abuse service/diagnosis (P)

4.64*

0.03

Number of days in the hospital (P)

0.19*

0.00

Number of doctor visits (P)

0.07*

0.01*

Death of at least one (1) parent (P)

6.65*

-0.54

Domestic violence history (P)

5.15*

0.27*

Involvement with the justice system (P)

5.46*

0.14*

Incarceration (P)

0.01*

0.00

Note: Factors with an asterisk are significant at p < .05. The Level (i.e., intercept) is the overall level of absenteeism and Change (i.e., slope) shows an
increase or decrease over time. A minus sign in front of Change statistic indicates a decrease in absences over time; no sign in front of the slope indicates
an increase in absences over time. For example, age of the student is the first variable with an asterisk, and both the Level and Change are significantly
associated with absenteeism. The Level is showing that age, or being retained in school, is associated with a higher number of absences. The Change
is indicating age contributes to a slight increase in absenteeism over time. All multivariate hierarchical models showed good fit as indicated by the
Steiger-Lind root mean square error of approximation43 and the Bentler comparative fit index.44
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APPENDIX B

ACRONYM REFERENCE
AY		

Academic Year (school year)

COI		

Childhood Opportunity Index

FCAT		

Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test

FCAT 2.0

Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test – Version 2.0

IDS		

Integrated Data System

IRB		

Institutional Review Board

JWB		

Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County

PCS		

Pinellas County Schools

PSDRC		

Policy and Services Data Research Center

SAMHSA

Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration

USF		

University of South Florida
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If you would like a copy of the complete study results from the statistical modeling,
please contact:
Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
14155 58th Street North, Suite 100
Clearwater, FL 33760
727-453-5600
Communications@JWBPinellas.org
For a copy of policy brief or for more information
on the Kindergarten Counts initiative visit:
JWBPinellas.org [Collective Initiatives; Grade-Level Reading page]
For more information about
Early Readers, Future Leaders: Pinellas Campaign for Grade-Level Reading visit:
EarlyReadersPinellas.org
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Board of Directors Meeting
November 12, 2015
Early Learning Coalition Report
Item VI.C.
Recommended Action:

Information Only

Strategic Plan
Key Result Area:

Performance Improvement

The Early Learning Coalition Report is attached.

Staff Resource: Judith Warren
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MEMORANDUM

Date:

November 2, 2015

To:

JWB

From:

Lindsay Carson, CEO

Subject:

ELC Enrollment & Utilization

Enrollment
In September, we served 5,580 children in School Readiness. We recently invited 314
children from our waiting list. All children ages birth – 5 (prior to kindergarten) that
entered the waiting list prior to May 1, 2015 have been invited into care. Our waitlist will
go down to 2,670. We are monitoring enrollment closely and will continue to enroll as
funding allows.
In VPK, we have 5,562 children enrolled. We continue to actively register children in
VPK.
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PERFORMANCE REPORT
September 2015

Access + Quality = Readiness

CHILDREN SERVED:

5,580

WAITING LIST
Priority 3:
1,564
Economically disadvantaged
birth to Kindergarten entry

Priority 6:

1,106

Economically disadvantaged
younger than 13 years old

TOTAL:

39 Children Served

CHILDREN SERVED
5,562
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2,670

Levels of Excellence for Accreditation Pinellas
5 Providers

Participants
Centers: 27

5 Providers

FCCH: 9

Level 5

3 Providers

Level 4

7 Providers

Level 3

16 Providers

Level 2
Level 1

ld Seal
VPK Go
rs
Provide

52

24%

VPK children attend Gold

Seal
Provide
rs

Seal accredited care
SR children attend Gold

1

SR Gold

Seal accredited care

17%

44

FUNDING UTILIZATION
ELC BUDGET & EXPENDITURES
YTD Comparison

ELC AGENCY EXPENDITURES
YTD

FY 15/16
118
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Board of Directors Meeting
November 12, 2015
ECA Community-Based Care Report:
Out-of-County Placements, Sibling Separations,
and Vacancy Report
Item VI.D.

Recommended Action:

Information Only

Strategic Plan
Key Result Area:

Collaborations and Partnerships for Community Impact

The Eckerd Community Alternatives Community-Based Care Report is attached.

Staff Resource: Judith Warren
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CIRCUIT 6-PROFILE OF CHILDREN PLACED OUT OF CIRCUIT
Oct-15
Total children in licensed out of home care settings
(All licensed settings, paid or not)
Total children in out of circuit licensed settings
Percentage of population

747
186

Profile of Children out of Circuit by type of setting
Percentage of the 186
Specialized Placements
By type of placement
APD
8
Medical
11
Nursing Home
2
Mental Health
Level 2
6
Level 1
11
STGH
3
SIPP
6
GH with
therapeutic
overlay
56
Mental Health Transitional
Developmentally Delayed Placements
Out of State Mental Health Treatment Programs
DJJ Involved/Cross over/Commitment
Group Home (foster parent model) sibling
Traditional ECA Licensed homes
Maternity Settings
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4%
6%
1%
3%
6%
2%
3%

30%
27
11
2
5
10
26
2

15%
6%
1%
3%
5%
14%
1%
100%

AGENCY

CASES/CHILDREN
SIBLING
SEPARATED
GROUPS/CHILDREN
PLACED
(All In Home and GROUPS/CHILDREN(Out
GROUPS/CHILDREN(Out
PERCENT
GROUPS
2
Out of Home)
of Home)
of Home)
SEPARATED

Group Size (separated siblings)
3

4

5

6

7

Greater
8 9 10 than
10

234YFAPASCOYOUTH &
512/897
FAM
ALTERNATIVE

232/463

178

54/170

23.27%/18.95%

19

18

10

4

3

0

0 0 0

0

235DFLTEAM 1

139/246

65/93

54

11/36

16.92%/14.63%

2

7

0

1

1

0

0 0 0

0

235DFLTEAM 2

147/261

64/98

53

11/31

17.18%/11.87%

6

3

1

0

1

0

0 0 0

0

235DFLTEAM 3

141/220

43/66

33

10/34

23.25%/15.45%

3

3

1

3

0

0

0 0 0

0

235LSF-TEAM
205/342
1

82/139

69

13/37

15.85%/10.81%

8

2

2

0

0

1

0 0 0

0

235LSF-TEAM
168/252
2

58/101

47

11/26

18.96%/10.31%

8

2

1

0

0

0

0 0 0

0

235LSF-TEAM
123/191
3

45/81

35

10/25

22.22%/13.08%

6

3

1

0

0

0

0 0 0

0

23ECKD

589/1041

469

120/359

20.37%/14.9%

52
38
16
8
5
1
0 0 0
(43%) (31%) (13%) (6%) (4%) (0%)

0

1435/2409

Notes:
Denominator includes the number of primary dependents under 18 years of age, not in an adoption service or living arrangement and not on the run or on a visit
that are in a sibling group. The numerator is the number of separated groups whereas a separated group is any sibling from a group in the denominator that are
not at the same address.
Example: If you have two children in OOH care and one is on a visit it would not be considered a separated sibling group.
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VACANCY REPORT
Agency
Authorized # Counselor Positions (as per approved budget)
# of Staff in Training
# of Case Managers 12 months or less (Include those in training)
# of Case Managers 13 -- 24 months
# of Case Managers 2 to 5 years
# of Case Managers more than 5 years
# of Filled Case Manager Positions
# of Voluntary Resignations
# of Involuntary Terminations
# of Layoffs
Turnover Rate-Monthly
Turnover Rate-Year to Date
Turnover Rate-Fiscal Year
Total Turnover Rate-Last 12 Months*
Voluntary Turnover Rate-Last 12 Months*
# of active Case Managers /Day of report
Total Active Primary Children/Day of report
Total Active 'out of county' Children/Day of report
Average Case Managers Caseload
Child Caseload Range
Child Caseload Median
Authorized # Supervisor Positions (as per approved budget)
# of Supervisors 12 months or less
# of Supervisors 13 -- 24 months
# of Supervisors 2 to 5 years
# of Supervisors more than 5 years
# of Filled Supervisor Positions
# of Voluntary Resignations
# of Involuntary Terminations
# of Layoffs
Turnover Rate-Monthly
Turnover Rate-Year to Date
Turnover Rate-Fiscal Year
Total Turnover Rate-Last 12 Months*
Voluntary Turnover-Last 12 Months*

DFL
47
1
45
2
2
1
50
4
0
0
7.7%
49.5%
12.8%
71.30%
65.30%
49
686
138.0
14.00
23.0
16
9
8
1
0
0
9
0
0
0
0.0%
11.8%
0.0%
35.30%
23.50%

LSF
50
10
27
12
9
0
49
1
0
0
2.2%
44.2%
6.4%
57.70%
55.80%
41
751
132.0
18.32
25.0
20
9
4
2
2
0
8
0
0
0
0.0%
12.5%
0.0%
37.50%
37.50%

YFA
54
5
33
9
7
4
53
1
0
0
1.9%
42.3%
3.8%
55.00%
49.50%
54
881
179.0
16.31
25.0
18
9
5
1
3
0
9
0
0
0
0.0%
11.1%
0.0%
33.30%
22.20%

ECA Overall
151
16
105
23
18
5
152
6
0
0
3.9%
45.3%
7.7%
61.30%
56.87%
144
2318
449.0
15.27
39.0
17
27
17
4
5
0
26
0
0
0
0.0%
11.8%
0.0%
35.37%
27.73%

Report Date: 8/31/2015
Turnover Rate-Monthly is the number of terminations divided by the average number of employees for the reporting month.
Turnover Rate-Year to Date is the total number of terminations for the calendar year YTD divided by the average number of employees for the calendar year YTD.
Turnover Rate-Fiscal Year is the total number of terminations for the current fiscal year divided by the average number of employees for the current fiscal year.
Total Turnover Rate-Last 12 Months is the total number of terminations for the last 12 months divided by the average number of employees for the last 12 months.
Voluntary Turnover Rate-Last 12 Months is the total number of voluntary terminations for the last 12 months divided by the average number of employees for the last 12 months.
Average numbers are calculated by taking the number of employees at the beginning of the period plus the number of employees at the end of the period and dividing by 2.
*Due to new methodology for calculating turnover eff. 7/1/14, turnover rates for the entire 12 month period will be available July 2015.

ECKERD COMMUNITY ALTERNATIVES | Pasco and Pinellas counties
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Week Ending | 10/23/2015
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Board of Directors Meeting
November 12, 2015
Program Monitoring Information
Item VI.E.

STATUS OF FUNDED AGENCY WRITTEN PLANS

Agency/Program
None

Type of
Plan

Subject
of Plan

Beginning
Date

Estimated
Completion
Date

Status

PROGRAM MONITORING REPORTS SUMMARIES
Program monitoring report summaries are a means to evaluate performance, monitor program delivery, and
recommend improvements, as necessary. Program deficiencies may result in a written plan of action being
issued which is developed in collaboration with agency staff with specific steps and timelines to address
identified items. Program monitoring activities are progressive, uniquely-tailored, and responsive to the
program’s service challenges, strengths, and opportunities. These activities are conducted on an ongoing
basis.
The following Program Monitoring Reports are attached:
None
Board Members are invited to participate in program monitoring.
For information, please contact Karen Woods at 727-453-5682 or kwoods@jwbpinellas.org.

Staff Resource: Karen Woods
Melissa Orkwis
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Board of Directors Meeting
November 12, 2015
Open and Pending Solicitations
Item VI.F.
Recommended Action:

Information Only

Strategic Plan
Key Result Area:

Funding for Results through Programs and Services

OPEN SOLICITATIONS
Non-Operating and Capital Purchases Request For Applications (RFA)
09/29/2015
10/08/2015
10/12/2015
10/26/2015
11/19/2015
12/09/2015
12/17/2015
01/05/2016
01/13/2016
TBD
02/11/2016
02/15/2016
On or After 02/15/2016

Present draft RFA to the Finance Committee
Board approval to release RFA
RFA release
Funding Information Workshop at 2:00 PM
Applications due to JWB by Noon
1st Review Team Meeting at 8:30 AM
2nd Review Team Meeting at 8:30 AM
3rd Review Team Meeting at 8:30 AM
Executive Team Review Meeting at 9:00 AM
Funding Recommendations Presented to the Finance Committee
Board Action to Award
Post Notice of Intent to Award
Execute Agreements

PENDING SOLICITATIONS
New Programming/Service Expansion or Enhancement Request for Applications (RFA)
11/03/2015
11/12/2015
11/16/2015
12/01/2015
01/06/2016
02/09/2016
02/15/2016
02/18/2016
03/09/2016
TBA
04/14/2016
04/18/2016
On or After 04/18/2016
Staff Resource: Brian Jaruszewski

Present draft RFA to the Finance Committee
Board approval to release RFA
RFA released
Funding Information Workshop at 9:00 AM
Applications due to JWB by Noon
1st Review Team Meeting at 8:00 AM
2nd Review Team Meeting at 8:30 AM
3rd Review Team Meeting at 8:30 AM
Executive Team Review Meeting at 1:00 PM
Funding Recommendations Presented to the Finance Committee
Board Action to Award
Post Notice of Intent to Award
Execute Agreements
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Personnel Report
Item VI.G.

Recommended Action:

Information Only

October
2015

New Hires:

None

Retirement:

None

Separations:

None

Realignment/
Promotions:

None

Anniversaries:

Rodney Cyr
Dr. Marcie Biddleman
Lori Lewis
Dr. Qian Fan
Jamiller Ellis
Melissa Orkwis

14 Years
6 Years
6 Years
4 Years
1 Year
1 Year

Staff Resource: Kim Kimball
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November 12, 2015
Calendar of Events
Item VI.H.

Recommended Action:

Information Only

Strategic Plan
Key Result Area:

Community Awareness of JWB’s Benefits

December 3, 2015

3:30 to 5:00 PM

JWB South County Community Council Meeting
Gulfport Neighborhood Center
1617 49th Street South
Gulfport, FL

December 3, 2015

6:00 to 8:00 PM

JWB North County Community Council Meeting
Martin Luther King, Jr. Recreation Center
550 Laura Lane
Dunedin, FL

December 3, 2015

6:00 to 7:30 PM

JWB Mid-County Community Council Meeting
St. Petersburg College / Caruth Health Center
7200 66th Street North
Pinellas Park, FL

March 18, 2016

SAVE-THE-DATE

Cooperman-Bogue KidsFirst Awards Luncheon
Hilton St. Petersburg Carillon Park

Staff Resource: April Putzulu
Joseph Gallina
Eddie Burch
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Communications and Media Report
Item VI.I.
Recommended Action:

Information Only

Strategic Plan
Key Result Area:

Community Awareness of JWB’s Benefits

October 2015 Report
JWB Traditional Media Features and Mentions










Article on 10/4/2015 by The Tampa Tribune, announcing the newly-appointed officers to the JWB
Board of Directors: Dr. James Sewell, Board Chair; Mr. Brian J. Aungst, Jr., Board Vice Chair, and Mrs.
Susan Rolston, Board Secretary.
Article on 10/5/2015 by Tampa Bay Newspapers (subsidiary of the Tampa Bay Times) announcing the
newly-appointed officers to the JWB Board of Directors: Dr. James Sewell, Board Chair; Mr. Brian J.
Aungst, Jr., Board Vice Chair, and Mrs. Susan Rolston, Board Secretary.
Article on 10/8/2015 by The Weekly Challenger spotlighting the Million Father March event at Melrose
Elementary, hosted by the Parent Support for Education Council (PSFEC); JWB is mentioned alongside
several community partners and elected officials that participated in the event.
Article on 10/14/2015 by Tampa Bay Times highlighting the race for St. Petersburg City Council District
5; Councilmember Steve Kornell is featured and mentioned his work with JWB among his
accomplishments.
Stories on 10/19/2015 by Bay News 9 and WTSP-TV/Channel 10 spotlighting local efforts for Read
Across the Globe, a national event sponsored by the Points of Light Foundation to emphasize the
importance of early literacy. JWB coordinated local efforts resulting in more than 1,000 children being
read to at 20 different sites across the county, as part of the Early Readers, Future Leaders: Pinellas
Campaign for Grade-Level Reading. The two news stories highlighted St. Petersburg Police officers
reading to children at Speer YMCA Preschool Academy, part of the Early Learning Center’s Officer
Friendly Program.
Article on 10/22/2015 by The Weekly Challenger spotlighting local efforts for Read Across the Globe, a
national event sponsored by the Points of Light Foundation to emphasize the importance of early
literacy. JWB coordinated local efforts resulting in more than 1,000 children being read to at 20 different
sites across the county, as part of the Early Readers, Future Leaders: Pinellas Campaign for GradeLevel Reading.
Story on 10/24/2015 by Bay News 9 spotlighting the third annual JWB Make A Difference Day, a
partnership with Neighborhood Family Centers and hundreds of community partners who volunteered
for community services projects across Pinellas County to make a difference on this national day of
giving back. The story featured the volunteer work done at High Point Neighborhood Family Center to
clean up the facility and grounds, as well as to mend fencing of a nearby home where a grandfather is
raising his two grandchildren.
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Article on 10/28/2015 by Tampa Bay Newspapers (subsidiary of the Tampa Bay Times) spotlighting the
third annual JWB Make A Difference Day, a partnership with Neighborhood Family Centers and
hundreds of community partners who volunteered for community services projects across Pinellas
County to make a difference on this national day of giving back.
Article on 10/28/2015 by Tampa Bay Newspapers (subsidiary of the Tampa Bay Times) spotlighting
local efforts for Read Across the Globe, a national event sponsored by the Points of Light Foundation to
emphasize the importance of early literacy. JWB coordinated local efforts resulting in more than 1,000
children being read to at 20 different sites across the county, as part of the Early Readers, Future
Leaders: Pinellas Campaign for Grade-Level Reading.

JWB Social Media Engagement: October
JWB Twitter Chat: #BullyingChat on October 29, 2015, in conjunction with National Bullying
Awareness Month and utilizing JWB subject matter experts to provide statistics, facts, and tips on the
topic of bullying.
 Total Tweets Sent: 55
 Total Unique Impressions: 3,541
 Total Number of Engagements: 141
JWB Facebook
 Total Page Fans: 1,010
 Total Posts: 41
 Total Unique Users that Viewed Posts: 6,750
 Total Unique Clicks on Posts: 254
 Total Number of Likes/Comments/Shares: 283
JWB Twitter
 Total Followers: 1,363
 Total Tweets: 129
 Total Impressions: 14,260
 Total Retweets/Replies/Favorites: 115
 Total Clicks on Tweets: 134
JWB YouTube
 Total Videos Posted: 7
 Total Video Views: 240
JWB Website Traffic & Engagement: October






Total number of page views: 13,277
Total number of visits: 2,192
Total number of unique visitors: 1,381
Average pages viewed during a visit: 6
Average time spent on the site per visit: 3+ minutes
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JWB-TV
October 2015 Show






The launch of the Kindergarten Counts initiative to address school absences among Pinellas County
kindergarten students, as part of JWB's Early Readers, Future Leaders: Pinellas Campaign for GradeLevel Reading.
A studio interview with Mease Countryside Hospital's Diana Lipka regarding safe sleep practices for
infants, as part of JWB's Preventable Child Deaths collective initiative and in conjunction with National
Infant Safe Sleep Month in October.
A feature about Healthy Families Pinellas, a program of the Florida Department of Health in Pinellas
County that educates parents on a variety of child safety and well-being topics, including infant safe
sleep practices.
A piece about JWB's three Community Councils in North, South, and Mid-Pinellas County.
Highlights from the Grandparents Day celebration hosted by The Children's Home Kinship Services
Network and in conjunction with National Grandparents Day.

You can view all of these segments on the JWB-TV YouTube channel or on one of the following local
television channels: PCC-TV (Bright House Channel 637; Verizon Channel 44; Wow Channel 18) - Daily at
7:00 AM and 5:30 PM.; St. Pete TV (Bright House Channel 641; Verizon Channel 20; Wow Channel 15) Saturdays and Sundays at 9:30 AM; City of Pinellas Park / Park-TV (Bright House Channel 641; Verizon
Channel 21) - Mondays and Wednesdays at 11:00 AM; Tuesdays at 6:00 PM; Thursdays at noon; Fridays at
4:00 PM; and Saturdays at 8:00 AM.
JWB Speaking Engagements, Presentations, and Events:
10/1/2015: Rotary Club of St. Petersburg Sunset
Dr. Marcie Biddleman spoke to a group of more than 20 Rotarians about the Family Services Initiative and
engaged in conversation about JWB’s collective impact efforts.
10/13-14/2015: 2015 National Faith-Based Symposium
Ms. Yaridis Garcia, Senior Planner and Ms. Trenia Cox, JWB Faith-Based Coordinator, alongside Pastor Bill
Losasso of Pathways Community Church and Florida Dream Center, presented to 30 workshop participants
about JWB’s faith-based efforts to include FOCUS and Adopt-A-Block in Lealman. They were part of more
than 36 different workshops, 32 exhibitors, and 500 people who attended this annual event in Orlando, Florida,
sponsored by the Florida Department of Children and Families, the Florida Department of Juvenile Justice, and
the Florida Faith-Based and Community-Based Advisory Council.
10/13/2015: Tarpon Springs Ministerial Alliance
Dr. Marcie Biddleman spoke to a group of more than 75 faith-based and non-profit leaders on the value of
systemic leadership, collective impact, and JWB community support.
10/13/2015: Community Education Forum
Dr. Marcie Biddleman and Mr. Paul Runyon, Director of Out-of-School Time Services, provided an overview
of JWB’s work to strengthen and support children and families in St. Petersburg, especially school-based and
Out-of-School Time (OST) programming, at a forum sponsored by US Representative Kathy Castor and City of
St. Petersburg Mayor Rick Kriseman.
10/16/2015: Third Annual Prayer Breakfast
Ms. Judith Warren, Chief Operations Officer, offered a prayer for Pinellas County’s children and families
during the Third Annual Prayer Breakfast in Tarpon Springs. The event was sponsored by The Shepherd Center
and more than 150 faith-based leaders attended.
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10/16/2015: Lutheran Services of Florida Leadership Training
Dr. Marcie Biddleman addressed a group of over 20 current and future leaders of Lutheran Services of Florida.
As part of this leadership training program, Dr. Biddleman was asked to present on her leadership role,
philosophy, and experiences.
10/16/2015: Child Advocacy Expo
Ms. Dawna Sarmiento, Community Capacity Building Facilitator and Ms. Priscilla McFadden, Communication
and Outreach Facilitator, presented about the mission and work of JWB to more than 125 in attendance at this
annual event sponsored by Angels Against Abuse.
10/19/2015: Read Across the Globe Day
JWB coordinated efforts resulting in more than 1,000 children being read to at 20 different sites across the
county, as part of the Early Readers, Future Leaders: Pinellas Campaign for Grade-Level Reading and in
conjunction with an international Read Across the Globe effort sponsored by the Points of Light Foundation.
10/21-23/2015: First 1000 Days Florida Summit
Ms. Jeanine Evoli, Accreditation Manager presented in a poster session on the successful Family Services
Initiative at this event held in Palm Beach, Florida, which highlighted best practices in place to support the
healthy development of children prenatal through age three.
10/22/2015: Tampa Bay Network to End Hunger Conference: Turning Solutions into Action
Ms. Judith Warren, Chief Operations Officer, and Ms. Danielle Hintz, Community Projects Manager, presented
on JWB’s Childhood Hunger collective initiative. In addition, JWB Senior Planner Yaridis Garcia and JWB
Faith-Based Coordinator Trenia Cox, alongside Pastor Bill Losasso of Pathways Community Church and
Florida Dream Center, presented about JWB’s faith-based efforts to include FOCUS and Adopt-A-Block in the
Lealman area. Both presentations were in front of 30 conference participants.
10/23/2015: Cardboard Box City
Dr. Marcie Biddleman took part in Cardboard Box City, an event to engage local leaders and citizens in
sleeping overnight in cardboard boxes in an effort to raise awareness and end homelessness. The event was
sponsored by Family Promise of Pinellas County.
10/24/2015: JWB Make A Difference Day
JWB sponsored its third annual Make A Difference Day, in partnership with Neighborhood Family Centers and
more than 200 community volunteers who came out to make a difference in their communities on this national
day of giving back.
10/24/2015: Parent University
Ms. Dawna Sarmiento, Community Capacity Building Facilitator, and Ms. Priscilla McFadden, Communication
and Outreach Facilitator, presented to a group of 16 parents on True Colors, as it relates to understanding a
students’ learning style, during this Pinellas County Schools’ sponsored event held at Osceola High School.

Staff Resource: April Putzulu
Joseph Gallina
Eddie Burch
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